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Summary

"Sorting out”, that is the grouping of cells 
according to typo and the positioning of cell types 
relative to the inside and outside In aggregates has 
been investigated in aggregates formed from mixtures of 
disaggregated 5 day embryonic chick heart and limb bud 
cells* The cell type© were reoognissed in aggregates 
by radioactive labelling* Two quantitative tests for 
segregation of cells according to type have been used, 
one attempting to relate to the two cell typos used and 
incorporating corrections for percentage labelling of 
labelled cell suspensions* In some cases the positioning 
of cell types within aggregate© has been analysed 
quan 111a t i v©ly *

Data froDi mixed aggregates of **labelled” and 
"unlabelled" limb bud cells provided a crucial control. 
Each experiment baa been carried out using reciprocally 
labelled cell suspensions.

The time course of "sorting out” and the effects 
of three disaggregation procedure© on this process have 
been examined*

A marked degree of segregation of cell types in 
aggregates formed after 2 and 4 hours reaggregatioii in 
couette viscometers wp© found* Tentative evidence x̂ as 
obtained that heart cells may be positioned internally 
in these aggregates formed from BDTA disaggregated cells. 
When the cell© are reaggregated in reciprocating shakers 
for 42 hours the grouping of cells in resultant 
aggregates was found to be less segregated than in the 
aggregates/



(iii)

aggregates formed after 2 and 4 hours reaggregation.
In aggregates formed after 48 hours reaggregation, in 
gyaratory shakers, of celle disaggregated with TCDTA, the 
cells shoX'J the same degree of segregation as in 
aggregates formed from colls similarly disaggregated 
after 2 hours roaggregatlon and heart cells wore positioned 
externally.

Cells disaggregated by the three procedures 
investigated show different degrees of segregation in 
aggregate© formed after 2, 4 and 42 hours reaggregation.

The results have been discussed in relation to 
theoriea explaining "sorting out".



1 *

INTRODUCTION

"Sorting out" 1© a term which can be considered to 
have evolved, a© the phenomenon it describes ha© been further 
investigated* By reference to the highlights in a wealth of 
literature it is possible to trace historically the discovery 
of the phenomena which the term "sorting out” defines#

"Sorting out” has been found to occur in an 
experimental situation? in reaggregates of mixtures of 
disaggregated cells of different types* Separated frog 
blasterneros were observed to reaggregate by Roux (1894)* 
Wilson (19^7) found that disaggregated sponge cell© would 
reconatitute a sponge when allowed to reaggregate in a glass 
dish* Wilson realised that there were two hypotheses to 
explain this are con s t i tu t ion ; that the sponge cells 
* redifferentiated* according to their %;)osition in the 
aggregate, or that the sponge cells moved during reaggrega
tion to take up similar position© in the aggregate to those 
occupied in the intact sponge* Huxley*© (l92j-) finding 
that only the type© of cell© allowed to reaggregate were 
found in the resultant aggregates led to a general acceptance 
of stability of cell type during reaggregation and the 
oeourcBoe of cell segregation according to cell type#

Townes and Holtfretor (1955) drew attention to the 
fact that, not only did disaggregated cells segregate into 
groups of like cells, but that these groups took up a 
dofined position within the aggregate* In a series of 
experiments using amphibian material, the cell segregation 
and positioning was documented for various combinationB of 
tissue ©licoB and for the same combinations of disaggregated 
cells# The behaviour of mixtures of tissue slices and 
disaggregated cell© was shown to follow a definable pattern 
for/
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for the tissue types used. These studies led to tlarther 
investigations of these phenomena, of cell segregation and 
positioning of groups of like cells in aggregates, in 
sponge, embryonic chick and mouse material,

Thus the occurence of "sorting out"5 that is, the 
segregation of disaggregated cells according to their tissue 
(or species) type and the relative poaitionlng of these 
segregated groups of cells in aggregates, has been shown in 
many combinations of tissues and species. Also Steinberg 
(19^4) has demonstrated in some combinations of embryonic 
chick tissues a *hierarchy* of "sorting out". This moans 
that if cells of tissue A segregate internally to cells of 
tissue B, and tissue B itself sorts internally to cells of 
tissue 0, then in mixture© of cells of tissues A and 0, cells 
of tissue A segregate in an internal position.

Diverse and increasingly sophisticated techniques 
have been used to investigate "sorting out", These model 
systems of cell interactions might yield information relevant 
to normal morphogenesis, during which extensive cell movement, 
aggregation and organization of tissues take place, and to 
such processes as regeneration and wound healing, Howeves^, 
the Systems used to delimit the behaviour of mixtures of 
cells may not be strictly comparable. The evidence for 
"sorting out" can only be assessed in relation to the model 
ayatcm© in which this phenomenon has been reported to occur. 

Experimental disaggregation of cells has led to 
hypotheses of how cells adhere, A wide range of treatments 
have been found to disaggregate tissues. Mechanical 
dispersion alone was used by Wilson (1907) to obtain sponge 
celle,/



cells, mid usually still is for these animals except for a 
report by Mosoona (1968) of the efficacy of pronase, This 
technique (mechamical dispersion) bas to be used to separate 
cells from tlasties, in vdiich the intercellular adhesions 
have boon weakened by treatment with chemical agents,

Boux (1894) fotmd that in calcium free media, frog 
blaatomoroB were mere easily separated than in whole salt 
solution# Bimger (IB80) had previously found that calcium 
was necessary to preserve the normal intercellular contacts 
in tissue* These findings led to the idea that caXoium 
was involved in the adhesion of cells and the use of calcium 
chelating agents (such as ethylene-diamine tetra^aoetate 
|*EBTiQ ) in disaggregation of chick and mammati#n embryonic 
tlastie# (twilling 1954, Anderson 1953) • AXkalis'io pH has 
also been used to disaggregate tissue (Totmes and HoItfroter 
1955)# Treatments with enzymes such as trypsin, papain etc, 
vwr0 also found to disaggregate tissue (Willmer 1945# Moseona 
1951I Eaaty and Mutolo i960, Hinaldini 1958)* From his work 
OB the enaymic disaggregation of tissues. Mo sconce (1963 a,b) 
suggested that cells adhere by mean© of a trypsin sensitive 
intercellular binding substance* This substance wavS presumed 
to be present in all cell adhesions and not a specialised 
differcmtiation product such as a collagen matrix, which is 
anyway inaensitive to pure trypsin. This also led to the 
aoîiiantio and real confusion of the definition of the cell 
surface. {See Curtis 196? for discussion)..

Many experiments have been performed to discover the 
basis of cell adhesion* The two views, that of colls 
sticking together by physico-chemical forces in which 
calcium may be involved. (Pothica 1961, Curtis 1962@ Steinberg 
1964, Curtis 196?) and that of the presence of Intercellular 
cements (Hoeoona 1963a), both have adherents at present.

The/
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The effect© of different disaggregation proeedU*f^ 
on cell surface© and how these may affect cell behavlouf 
have not been investigated systematically* Such changes, 
as increased "leaklnesB" of cells (bovine I960), the 
inability of amphibian gastmla cells to reaclhere (Townes 
1953)$ and animalization of sea urchin embryos (Moore 1952) 
have been reported to occur with trypsin treatments* 
Alterations in permeability and electrolyte content of cells 
treated with EDTA or trypsin may have important effects mi 
cell behaviour and morphogenosia (Wlllmer I960), However,
BO definite conclusion© can be drawn from those studies as 
how to compare the behaviour of cell auapen©ions prepared 
by different tochnlcjues* Part of the aim of the work 
described here is to provide an answer to this question*

There is some evidence at present suggesting that 
cell 8U©pensiens prepared by different procedure© may not 
be comparable in their behaviour* Ourtia (1963) and Curtis 
and Greaves (1965) found that EDTA disaggregated embryonic 
chick cells aggregated perfectly well at low temperature© 
in serum free medium * Moscona and Mosoona (1966) using 
trypsinisecl embryonic obi ok cell© in serum free medium 
obtained inhibition of aggregation at low temperatures or 
with puroo^yoiîî* Ourti© (1967) ire ported that be bad con
firmed this inhibition of aggregation of trypsinisod cells 
by low temperature in the absence of serum but this may be 
duo to the use of trypsin* Btoscona and Mosoona (.1967) had 
countered this idea end suggested that the discrepancy 
between their results and those of Curtis and Greaves (1965) 
was due to different criteria for aggregation* Curtis (l970) 
showed that the adhesiveness of embryonic ehtck neural 
retina and liver cell©, as measured by the method of Curtis
{196&I/
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(X969) varied according to whether the cells were disaggre
gated with EBTA or trypsin*

The possibility that dispersion treatment© may 
difforontia1ly affect cell types, either grossly or in the 
time to ^recover’ is interesting in relation to "sorting out"* 
Curtis (1970) has sbown that the adhesiveness of trypsin 
diaaggregated embryonic ohlek liver and neural retinal 
cells is different and also, varies xi?ith time# This clearly 
could have implication© in the time course of "sorting out"* 
(Curtis 1970).

Di©aggregation procedure© may bo selective in the 
number and types of cells released from a tissue as 
suggested by HOBcona (1965)* Whether a selective effect 
could be produced differentially by different di©aggregation 
techniques has not been investigated,

Xn much previous work on "sorting out", the presenoo 
of small clumps of cells in the initial cell suspension© 
has not been adequately eliminated* ^willing (1963) did 
investigate this problem but only to compare the amount of 
clumping tn the two cell suspensions he later reaggregated 
together. Any ©mall clump© present in the initial 
suspensions may have effect© on the time course of "sorting 
out"* This problem ha© been largely solved by the use of 
cell sieves.

Three main method© of preparing aggregates have 
been used. Disaggregated cells have been allcifed to settle 
and reaggregate in cavity slides where cell movements and 
Brownian motioti are presumed to ,form aggregates (Wilson 
1907)* Conditions at the interface of medium and substrate 
have/
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hàv# bêOB shot'ïo to affect cell movement (Rosenberg 1960, 
Carter 1965) and are difficult to control because of their 
ill-defined nature# Comparative studies in this system 
cannot be made, A variation of this method has been to 
a3.low oelia to reaggregate on the ohorio-allantoic membrane 
of the chick (Weias and Taylor i960),

Xn the other two methods of reaggregatioBi 
aggregation of the cells is not dependent on cell locomotion* 
Diaaggregated cells have been pelleted by centrif%;igation and 
the pa3.l0tB cultured on agar (Trinkaus and Lent^ 1964),
This system is interesting because the cells are already 
brought together in a potentiall.y quantifiable arrangement. 
The oriticism that the stratification of cell types may occur 
and thus the initial arrangement of cells is not random 
(Moscona I965) need not be restrictive if the arrangement 
of cell types can be monitored quantitatively at the start 
and during the course of cu3.ture, However, all the cell 
contacts are not cell to cell and cell to agar attachments 
may have important effecta, (Weston and Aberorombie 196?)• 

Cells have also been brought together to form 
aggregate© in shaking flasks. This technique was introduced 
by Gerisch (1960), (he actually used roller tubas), but has 
subsequently been widely used (e*g, Moscona I96O onwards, 
Steinberg 3.964), Adhesion to surfaces of the flasks can foe 
minimised by ©iliooning and cel.1 to cell adhesions alone can 
bo considered. This method overcomes eel3. type or species 
type differences in ©peed or ability to move (Galt©off 1925) 
which may be operative in "sorting out" in sti3.1 systems.

The nature of aggregation in shaker flasks has been 
raxjorted to be reproducible, Moscona (1962) has used the 
size and number of aggregate© formed in this system under 
certain standard conditions a© a "measure" of the adhesive- 
ne sa/



nesa of the reaggregatlng cells# The ©hearing forces 
shaking flasks which are a factor controlling -aggregate 
size oamtot easily be measured, Curtis (1969) has been 
able to measure the collision efficiency of cells in couette 
viaooiBOtars where this and other parameters can be calculate 
accurately,

The need to recognize accurately cells of different 
origins in mixed aggregates has been realised early on 
(Wilson 1907) to exclude the possibility of *redifferent
iation* of ce.lls* Since then, the search for reliable 
cell markers has continued so that the prooees of "sorting 
out" cam be more accurately examined* However, the 
criteria for recognition of cells within aggregates have 
mot always been sufficiently rigorous to exclude the 
possibility of cell type "redifferentiation" having taken 
place*

Histological markers such as glycogen in embryonic 
chick heart cel3 s (Steinberg 1962) or morphological 
differentiation alone (Mosoona 1955 onwards) cannot bo 
assumed to remain ©table if the metabolic state of the cell 
i© affected during disaggregation and reaggre#ation* The 
efficiency of recognition of single cells of one type in 
masses of the other type may be rather imprecise on these 
criteria but could be tested by reference to cells marked 
by other methods*

Ingenious experiments using ce3.Is derived from 
different species have allowed the use of natural markers, 
such as the size and staining properties of nuclei (Moscona 
1962) to trace the fate of mouse and chick cells in mixed 
aggregates* However, this tëM'Wique Is of limited 
ax>plicatlOB and indentification of individual cells is not 
always/
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always possible due to gradations tn nuclear size (Auerbach 
and Grobstain 1958).

Burdiok and Steinberg (.1969) have recently Inveetigatet 
the "sorting out" of mixtures of embryonic mouse and chick 
heart cells using these differences in density of staining 
and size of nuclei* Interestingly they checked, in one case, 
the impression of the overall distribution of the types of 
cells obtained by these morphological criteria by making 
autoradiographe of sections of aggregate© In which the chick 
cell© were radioaetivoXy labelled* Unfortunately, there 
wa© no precise data correlating the accuracy of cell 
identification by the two method©, although the overall, 
arrangement of cells was apparently the same * Incidentally, 
ill tills work Burdick and Steinberg reported that the chick 
and mouse heart cells "sort out"; previously it had been 
thought (Moscona 1957# Moeoona 1961, Wilde 1959) that 
mixtures of mouse and chick cells "sorted out" according to 
tissue typo rather than species type * Species specific 
groupinga occur in mixtures of sponges of different species 
(Galtsoff 1925# Moscona I962),

Triiikaus (I963) and Trinkaus and Lentz (1964) have 
used the granules of embryonic chick pigmented retinal cells 
to recognize this tissue type in mixed aggregates. This is 
obviously of limited application, Trinkau© (1963) however 
stringently tested the stability and possibility of exchange 
of pigment granules and thus produced good evidonce that the 
patterns he observed in pe3,let©d aggregates wore duo to 
"sorting out", Whittaker (1963) has also shown that pigmented 
retina cells do not lose pigmented granule© when cultured in 
discrete pellets or maintained in organ culture*

The Use of artificial markers to follov^ cell "sorting
out"/



9.
out" has been limited* Oka da (I965) used f3.uoreacoBt
antibody labo3.1ing techniques to examine "sorting out" in 
embryonic chick mesonephros and Mints (1964) took advantage 
of genetic markers in mice. Trinkaus and Gross (1961) 
investigatorl thoroughly the suitability of tritia ted 
thymidine as a cell marker by reference to a natural marker. 
Although they sbov^ed that it vjas easily detectable, stable, 
did not apparently affect cell behaviour and exchange could 
be calculated, this marker has been used by relatively few 
workers, until recently ( 1 1  ling I963, 1968, Trinkaus I96I, 
Weston and Abercrombie 196?, Roth and Weston 1967# Roth 
I96B, ï3urdick and Steinberg 1969# Adler 3.970) to examine 
"sorting out" and related phenomena.

Although the techniques in much previous work have 
been iBsufficiently exact, the occurence of "sorting out" 
has been reported in many different combinations of tissue 
and spooies cell mixtures. There are a few oases of "non- 
sorting out" reported (zwllling I963, Moscona 1962, Curtla 
1962)# In the latter case (Curtis 1962), experimental 
ageing of the cells led to non-aorting, whereas under 
"normal” condition©, "sorting out" could be obtained (see 
later). Galtsoff (1923) reported that changes in the 
alkalinity of the medium in which sponge cells were re
aggregated could affect the patterns of "sorting out", (see 
later for pattern© of "sortiuig out"). These, as far as 
X know, are the only reports of gross3-y different patterns 
of "sorting out" obtained by the same worker under different 
experimental conditions,

The question of whether cell type, as well as, or 
rather than tissue type "sorting out" occurs has not been 
examined criticaklly by many workers. Okada (1963) showed
that epithelial cells of the proximal secretory tubules 
of/
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of ohiok mosGîiophrOB "sorted out" from otbor oel.1 tyRea 
of the mesonephros. Zwi.lling (1968) discussed experiments 
in whicli cells from embryonic chick limb bud mesoderm and 
somites at an early stage of development were reaggregated 
together. Although limb bud mesoderm and somites are both 
destimed to form muscle and cartilage, the cells from thes^ 
two sources appeared to segregate at this stage. Fully 
differentiated choudrQcytes of 8 day chick embryos from 
different sources formed chimaeric cartilage when reeggrcgated 
Adler (1970) showed that in aggregates of embryonic chick 
neural tub© cells, cells which are "differentiating" to form 
meuroblasts tend to take up peripheral positions in the 
aggregates, compared with neuroepithelial cells, This sort 
of approach could help unrave3. the changing behaviour of 
cell populations during morphogenesis*'

Leaving aside for the present hypotheses to explain 
the mechanism of "sorting out”, this process has often 
been divided into two phases. (Tovmes and BoXtfreter 1955? 
Moacoiia 1962). At firÿt the cell types adhere in a random 
manner to form an aggregate, later "sorting out" occurs, 
although sponge cell© may not "coaloscfb" at all with cell© 
of different species in still culture systems (Galtsoff
1923).

The experimental evidence far the existence of 
these two phases will be considered firstly in the re- 
aggregation of cell© in ©till culture systems. Early 
aggregates of pigmented and oolourlesa amphibian cells have 
a spock3.ed appearance. (Townes and Bolt fret or 1955 ) # This 
speckled appearance is lost as aggregation proceeds. The 
first adhesions of amphibian cell© have been shown 
statistically to be at random (Lucey and Curtis 1959) but 
this was an inadequately sized sample (Curtis 1967)* In 
culture©/
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cultnres of pellotod coll mixturoB "sorting out" from a 
*raiidom*- arrangement has been reported (Trinkau© and Lentz 
1964) although the initial randomness has not been assessed, 
quant i ta t ivaly *

By extrapolation, it Is assumed that aggregates 
formed in shaker systems at first have a random arrangement 
of cells, Sheffield and Moscona (1969) have published 
electron-miorographs of ear3,y aggregates of 10 day chick 
neural retina ce3.1s, They recognised from staining 
properties and, morphological features four main * types* of 
003.18. During the fir^p fifteen minutes, many doublet© 
were formed ami may be between like * types* or unlike 
* types * # Uiîfortmmtely there is no data on the frequencies 
of the composition of the doublets*. The regions in vîhioh 
the cells adhered could not be related to the polarity of 
the cells# It should be noted that all the cells used were 
derived from one tissue which previously has been treated 
as one * cell type * in "sorting out" experiments (Steinberg 
3.962, Stofanelll et al I961) * By 2 hours the aggregates were 
larger and the orientation of the cells had become ordered* 
Until more detailed accounts of this work are published 
with measurements of the composition of small aggregates, 
tills évidence cannot be said to ©how that coll types adhere 
at random in early aggregation*

Burdick and Steinberg (I969) looked at 8 hour 
reaggregates of embryonic chick and mouse heart cell© and ' 
judged qualitatively the arrangement to be random* They did 
not check their impression of the overall distribution of 
cel3. types using radioactive labelling of one cell type, 
as they did for 2 - 2*|- day aggregates* The existence of a 
protracted period of Indiscriminato adhesion has been 
challenged by other experiment© in shaking systems (Roth 
and/
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and Wostoîï 3,96?, Roth 1968 ) # Both (1968) estimated a time 
period of about four hour© during which non-spécifié 
adhésion might occur (see later), which suggests that the 
8 hour mixed aggregates of Burdick and Steinberg might 
show some degree of segregation undetectable by their 
criteria. This emphasises the need for the quantitative 
treatment of cell segregation.

Adler (197U) is the only worker that I know of, 
who has attempted to assea© an ,'̂ spect of "sorting out" 
quantitatively. He has measured the proportions of cells, 
using radioactive labelling to mark Che cell type, in 
sections through aggregates and has oorrclatod this with 
the size of the section* This provides an estimate of the 
positioning of the cell types within aggregates ae the 
smaller sections are assumed to be peripheral peirts of the 
aggregates. He found that the positioning of cells in 
early aggregates (l^ hours after the start of reaggregation) 
%ms statistically random, whereas in aggregate© formed 
after 1 day there was a difference in the positioning of 
the two cell type© investigated relative to the inside and 
outside of the aggregates* These measurcs show therefore 
that those calls are at first positioned at random, and 
later take tip a definite position relative to the aggregate 
periphery and centre*

The work 1 will be describing boro examines the 
time course of coll segregation and positioning of mixture© 
of two cell types aggregated in shaker systems. The colls 
are recognised by radioactive labelling and the arrangement 
of the cells in early and later aggregates has been 
analysed statistically* In view of the interesting effect© 
of/
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of disaggregating agent© on the adhesiveness of cells 
( Curt is 1970) ospeclally for fairly short periods (u%̂  to 
about 5 hours), the time course of cell segregation using 
different disaggregation procedures to prepare the cell 
suspensions has been investigated# These experiments shouU^ 
solve the majority of the points outlined above#

There are several types of "sorting out” pattern 
produced in aggregates of mixed cell types#

One type of tissue (the externally segregating) may 
entirely enclose the other type (the interna3.ly segregating) 
which may form a central single mass# In oases where 
several discrete clusters of one tissue type are found in 
a mass of the other, the terms discoiitismous and continuous 
phases are used which may correspond with the internally 
and externally segregating tissues# Other patterns, partial 
enclosure of one tissue by another or distinct separate 
aggregate© of each ce3.1 type (or spec les type) have been 
recorded* (Review by Ourtis 196? of patterns)* The 
reproducibility of these patterns for any given mixture of 
cell types under defined conditions ha© been assumed but 
partially reported on by Steinberg (1964) alone, Little 
worTc has been repeated under the same conditions, but rather 
model systems and techniques have diversified# Little 
evidence has been produced to test the assumption that 
experiments are repeatable* Xkariation in positioning has 
been reported by Weston and Abercrombie (1967) of t%m 
tissue types under constant conditions, but these were not 
aggregates*

Any theory of "sorting out" must account not only 
for the preferential grouping of cells of one typo, but 
also/
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also for tbfô positioîiiîîg of those groupings within the 
aggregate (Oitrtis 1962, Curtis 196?)# The hierarchy of 
"sorting out" found by 'Steinberg (1964) should also be 
accomodated by the theory#

Ohernetaxis has been suggested a© e mechanism whereby 
oells sort out# (Toimea and Holtfreter 1955, Stefenelll 
and SSaechoi 193B), Although theoretically attractive in 
explaining grouping of cells, none of these workex»s produce 
any evidence that chemotaxis does occur in their aggregates 
or that it did not* Observations by Trinîcau© and Monahan 
{1967) on living aggregates, containing pigment cells as 
one C03.1 type, show that these cells show no directed 
migratiom towards cells of like type and in fact often move 
away* Positive ohewiotaxi© lias been shown to occur in the 
natural aggregation of cellular slime moulds, Dlctyoste1laoea# 
(Bonner 194?, Shaffer 195ÎJtr) but not in their segregation# 
Although the positioning of segregated cells can be ei^plained 
on this theory, the existence of a hierarchy of "sorting 
out” cannot be easily explained* This hypothesis raises 
the question of how motile colls are within aggregateSp 
which will be discussed later on*

Another early theory suggested that each cell type 
bad a specific mechanism of adhesion which might lead to 
"sorting out"# Considering the specific Evdhesioii theory 
a3.one and taken to it© logical conclusion separate aggregates 
of each cell or species type should always result# Steinberg 
(1958) realising this, qualified his theory of specific 
adhesion postulating that adhesions between like cell types 
were strongest. Other workers have reconciled the theory 
of s%:ecifio adhesion with experimental findings by combining 
points/
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points of other theories end postulating a temporal 
of Indiacriminate adheaion before the onset of specific 
adhesion' (Moscona 1968) * A diaciasaion of these combined 
theories is best left until a3.1 the theories have been 
otit1.inec3, but the evidence for specific adhesion occurring 
at all will now be assessed#

Moscona has claimed that the synthesis of an 
iiitoroellular cement or the %'econstitution of the ce3.1 
surface in the broadest sense is necessary for cell re— 
aggregation, The extracellular cement demonstrated hy 
Moscona (1960) was later shown by Steinberg (1963) to be 
am artefact of the disaggregation prooeduro# The evidence 
produced by Moscona that oel-ls have to resynthesise a 
component of the cell sux*face before aggregation can take 
place, has been shown by Curtis and Greaves (1965) to be 
susceptible to other interpretations, though Moscona and 
Moscona (I966 and 196?) countered their suggestion* There 
is therefore no definite evidence for the existence of these 
intercellular binding substances, x^hich Moscona (1962,1963,8 ) 
postulates x^ould be tissu© specific and thus lead to "sorting 
out" #

Humphreys (1963)» Mascona(l968) and Lilian (1968) 
have isolated supernatants from culture media which are 
claimed to increase ©pooifloally the adhesiveness of the 
sponge species and embrybpic chick tissue types with xiîhioh 
the medium has beam * conditioned*# The finding that 
* conditioned media* enhance cell aggregation can b© 
interpreted as being due to the destruction of an aggregation 
inhibitor (Curtis and Greaves I965) and in ©evex’al other 
ways .x^ather than the supplying of an intercellular binding 
substaBce* The specificity of enhancement of aggregation 
shotm/
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shown by Lilieii could not be domou et rated by Roth (1968) 
tn another model system*

Roth and Weston (1967) have introduced a new 
model system to study specific adhésion# Day old 
aggregates were prepared of one cell type* These aggregates 
Were placed in flasks on gyratory shakera, together with 
suspoîiaioBs of freshly disaggregated (by trypsin) radio- 
actively labelled cells* The number of label3.od cells 
collected by isotypic and heterotypic aggregates was counted 
from autoradiographs* They found that the oo1-i©ction of 
cells was markedly isotypic and demonstrated adhesive 
se3.#qtivity of cell types# The geneMlity of this phenomcn$a 
found with liver and neural retina cells (Roth and Weston 
1967) hae been substantiated for some other cell types by 
Roth {1968)# Ourtis (1970) however, pointed out that only 

of the cells in suspension were collected by isotypic 
aggregates* The implications of those findings (Roth and 
Weston 1967, Roth 196S) to theories of "sorting out" will 
be discussed later, and at present the possible intorprotâ
tions 0f these experiment© will be considered*

Both and Weston (196?) have assumed that the adhesion 
between freshly disaggregated cells and 24 hour aggregates 
is essentially similar to that between single cells, or 
small groups of cells# Roth (1968) used tissue fragments 
rounded up for one day in shaker f3.ask© and tested their 
OGllccting abi3.itiee * Solbotivity Was shown to bo the 
same for fragments a© well as aggregates* Two points can 
be mentioned hero*

Firstly, although the fragments show the same 
BOloctlve properties as aggregates prepared from disaggregated 
oo3dle, both ”oo3J.eotors” have been cultured for one day*
The effect© this culturing might have on the surface properties 
of/
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of tho external ooll© are dlffioult to assoss# The 
surface© of these external cells may well not correspond 
with the enrfaces of fr*osh.ly disaggregated colls, which 
ha VO beeii used in "sorting out" experimon t s.

The second point deals with the effect of the size 
of the particles In relation to adhesive stability*
Roth and Weston (1967) showed that the size of the collecting 
particle affected to the number of single cells collected.
It is interesting to note that in the gyratory shaker the 
nuiBber of aingi^o colls collected varied inversely with the 
collecting aggregate size whoreas in the rooiprooating 
shaker the relationship varied directly* This may have 
important effects on the time course of "sorting out" 
studied in these two shaking systems. In gyratory shakers 
the size of the oollooting aggregate may be limiting the 
oollootion of single cells* This situation does not seem 
comparable with adhesion between single cells*

Roth (196s) has shoxm that the addition of fx'oshly 
disaggregated heterotypic cells reduces the collection of 
isotypic disaggregated cells by Isotypic aggregates, and vice 
versa; disaggregated isotypic cells increasing the collection 
of hotorotypio cells by isotypic aggregates. These results 
suggest that there is an interaction between the freshly 
disaggregated cells of different types which is not specific* 
This interaction is abolished if the disaggregated cells are 
^aged* in culture for longer than 4 hours before mixing and 
collection is tested*

Ourtis (1970) has intfoduood a method of detocting 
specific adhesion which does not depend upon the correct 
indentification of every cell in aggregates* He has 
moa sured/
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measured the collision effioiencio© (related to 
adhesiveness, see Cartls 1969) of variotta proportions 
of freshly disaggregated (trypslnlsed) embryonic chicle 
neural retina and liver oalls. By comparing the plot of 
collision off ici e n d  os against the propox'tlons of the two 
cell types with a theoretical curve obtained assuming 
complete, epeoifioity of adhesion he ha© found that only a 
smal3. proportion of these freshly disaggregated cells may 
©how specific adhesion. Easetitinlly the same re suit was 
obtaimed using cells vdiich had been *aged^ under experimental 
conditions which prevent aggregation and then mixed together. 
He could not demonstrate in this way the orset of specific 
adhesion of trypslnised cells after a time 3.ag (Both 1968).

Ourtis (1970) has also measured in the same system 
the collision efficiencies of suspensions of neural retina 
and liver co3.1s when mixed separately with isotypic and 
heterotypic aggregates. Ho evidence for specific adhésion 
except in maybe a small proportion of cells was obtained 
using EBTA disaggregated ce3.1s and trypsin disaggregated 
cells.

Ourtis (1970) showed that email amounts of trypsin
carried over into the reaggregating system by trypsinlsed
cell suspensions may affect the adhesiveness of aggregates#
He suggests that this, together with hi© finding that the
adhesivoneas of trypsiniaod neural retina and liver cell
■auspensions change, in fact reverse in strength over a
five hour period, allow a new interpretation of the findings 
of Both and Weston (I967)* This work of Curtis (l9?0)
suggests that temporal changes in adhesiveness of cell
suspensions and aggregatea after expo sure to trypsin may
affect/
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affect ce3.1 behaviour, and that coll to aggregate adhesive 
interactions may not be applicabl© to the aggregation of 
c©3,l euapon sionb *

Diecua©ion of further work on specific adhesive 
mechanierne wil.t be dealt with after outlining the other 
hypotheses to account for cell "sorting out"* It is 
worthy of note that a .specific adhesive theory alone cannot 
explain the positioning of cells in aggregates#

Both Steinberg (1962, 1964) and Curtla (1963) have 
suggested theories to explain "sorting out" which depend 
on €juantitative differences in adhesion between cell types* 
These theories are attractive because not only can the 
poaitioning of cells within aggregates and the existence 
of a hierarchy of "sorting out" be adequately explained, 
but also the adhesion of unlike cells at the beginning of 
aggregation*

Steinberg suggests that "sorting out" take© place 
so that the system reaches optimal thermodynamio conditions* 
H© considered a system of tvio cell types, a and b, which 
are cohesive and motile, if the unlike adhesions are 
stronger than the average strengths of like adhesions, 
the cell types will mix.
Mixing ^  kg Wb ease (l) W t= strength of adhesion*

Steinberg stressed that is the only condition when mixing 
will occur* If unlike adhesions are stronger than the 
like adhesive strengths of on© cell type, segregation 
will occur*
Oqbcontric masses y  ^  1% case (2 )
If however the average strengths of the like adhesions 
is much greater than unlike adheslona, the cell types 
will/
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vrlXl lato aeparate a§’grogateB*
So.parata. agg^rogatea / M -î- ¥, oaae (3)

2
Partial . oaelpsure. W , / W 4̂ W- caso (4)

   2 "'"'

The patternings postitlatêd oa these theoretical 
eoasidérations have all beeti eseperimentally realised# In 
case (2) the system tjlll be most stable when the free 
stirfece area Is minimal# Aggregates formed in shakers 
ar© nanally roimded tip after several hoiirsj though 
xvagged aggregates have been reported to occur In some 
sera (Moskowit^ 1963)♦ The free surface should be 
comprised e^.cltteivoly of the less adhesive type* Steinberg 
(19^4 ) showed that in aggregates \4lth of the most 
adhesive oell type, this cell type was never found at the 
surface^ The boundary areas between sorted out’* regions 
should have minimal surface area* Clusters of like cells 
in aggregates have been observed to be compact, or become 
compacted (Trinkatie and Lentsî 19^4)#

Further support for Steinberghypothesis was 
Ilia cludioation of a hierarchy of poèitioning* However# 
Townes and Holtfreter (1955) found in amphibian material 
that although mesoderm ’’sorts out” internally in 
combination with ectoderm or endoderm# in a tertiary 
tiaaue miKtux»© mesoderm lies between ©ndoclerm and ectoderm.

Steinberg (1964) also showed that fused embryonic 
chick tissue fragments in hanging drops and In shaker 
systems would take up the same positions in aggregates as 
reaggregated cell suspensions* Townes and Holtfreter 
(1995) also had showed this with amphibian material#
Weston and Abercrombie (l96?) showed# using more precise 
marking/
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marking techniques# that this enclosure of one tissue 
by the other occurred when fused embryonic chick fragments 
were cultured in reciprocating shakers# although some 
mistakes in positioning did occur* No spreading of one 
tissue around another occurred when the ftaeed heteronomic 
fragments were cultux^ed on agar* Breach ( 1955) combined 
fragments of various embryonic chick tissues in oi^gan 
culture# One tissue tended to spread over the other# 
but* the positioning for any combination of two tissues 
was variable and was affected by the relative si^e of the 
two fragmente #

Steinberg’s hypothesis depends on cells being freely 
mo til© within aggregates# It also suggests that ’’sorting 
out’’ may take place at early stages of aggregation as soon 
ae a choice of adhesions is available* Trinkaue and Lentz 
(1964) on observations by time lapse cinematography of 
living pelleted aggregates suggest that segregation in this 
system might begin after one hour in culture*

As regards motility in aggregates# there is little 
eVldcBO© for its occurence# It is not known whether 
contact inhibition (Abercrombie and Heaysman 1953# 1954) 
occurs In three dimensions* Neston and Abercrombie (1967) 
fused homonomic tissue fragments# the cells of one fragment 
being labelled# on agar for 24 hours# followed by further 
culture on agar or in shaking flasks* They showed that in 
neither case did cells appear to be freely motile# as 
judged by the absence of labelled cells in the unlabelled 
part of the fused fragments# Prolonged culturing of 
heteronomlc fused tissue fragments on agar showed that there 
was little individual cell movement# apart from occasional 
cells on the sux’face away from the agar* These experiments 
provide/
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provide ©vidonco that in Intact tissue slices there is 
little gross movement of cells*

Heaggregatlng cells may have different motility 
capabilities to cells vïithin a tissue * Trials ans and Lentz 
(1964) have studied the potentialities of cell movement 
in living aggregates using pigmented cells mixed with 
heart cells# Small clusters, indistinguishable from single 
cells, were observed to move# but no evidence for movement, 
of larger clusters was found# This contrasts with the 
finding of Be Haan (1964) that clusters of preoardiac 
cells can migrate in vivo on an endoderm substrate#
Monahan and Triiikaus (1967) in living aggregateb, have 
not observed movements of more than 30 « 50A*# All these 
obaervations suggest that movement may he very slight in 
aggregates and that displacement of cells may occur by 
competition of protrusible pBuedox>odla for the most stable 
adhesions. Trinkaus (1961̂ ) suggested that this may lead 
to incomplet ©no SB of ’’sorting out”.

A timing hypothesis in several forms has been 
postulated by Cuartis (1961, 1962) # Essentially, this 
suggests that cell edbesiveness can vary differentially 
with time according to cell type# He first suggested (Curtis 
1961) that the onset of trapping of colls, after dis-' 
aggregation by contact inhibition could vary between coll 
typos# There is some evidence that contact Inhibition 
may occur in aggregates# The outer cell type may become 
adhesive before the inner cell type and thus ’herd,’ the 
less adhesive cells, at that time, towards the interior of 
the aggregate# This will not necessarily px’oduce a single 
internal mass of one t̂ rpe (Curtis X967) as suggested by 
Stelnb©r»g (1964)# Motility of cells, and the interval 
between the onset of trapping of the two cell types may be 
limiting#/
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limiting# On this theory the externally segregating 
cell type will b© most adhesive at first, compared v;ltb 
the less adhesive at any time on the Steinberg hypothesis* 

Ourtia (1961, 1962) produced evidence of a timing 
mechanism in ■’’sorting out” by artificially ageing one 
cell type in culture before addition of the other cell type# 
Xn this way he was able to ’confuse’ ’’sorting out” In 
aponge and amphibian material* Hia results could be 
eritiaimed in that the age differences between cells might 
lead to anoinalotis results and that his criteria for 
récognition of gêll type may be questionable (Oortis 196?)# 

The timing hypothesis in a more general form suggests 
that the adhesiveness of cell types may be differentially 
affected by the disaggx^egation procedures or the medium in 
which reaggx*ogation occurs# That tissue fragments which 
have not been treated with disaggregating agents also 
”sort out” (Townes and Holtfreter 1935, Steinberg 1964) 
argued against the timing hypothesis* Components of the 
medium au oh as the presence of serum, could conceivably 
alter the adhesiveness of tissues as well as cell 
su sponsions (Ourt i b 1963)«

Triukaus (196?) commented that there was no evidence 
that disaggi^egation procedures differentially affected 
cell types# Since then, Curtis (1970) has found that the 
adhesivenese of trypsinlsed neural retina and liver cells 
chaBged in the first five hours after disaggregation and 
stîggeateci that these temporal changes in adhesivcnoss 
might be Important in ”sorting out”#

The timing hypo the sis suggests that ’’sorting out” 
could bo an'artefact of the system and does■not explain 
the tendency of mixtures of cells from tissues which have a 
definite arrangement in organs of intact embryos to mimic 
tills/
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positioning in aggx^egatos. The question of wliethex* 
iiidtîotloB may take place in su oh combinations has not 
beoB adequately discounted by stringent criteria for cell 
typo ^recognition. Although Moscona (1962) stressed that 
in his experiments all tissues used were ’determined’ 
and therefore discounted any inductive effects, the possible 
effects of disaggregation in relation to stability of cell 
type have net been investigated* It is well establlehed 
that cells in tissue culture may change their differentiation 
properties. (Calm and Oahn, 1967)* Differentiation of 
■cartilage in chick limb buds in vivo has been shown to he 
dependent on the position of cells within the limb hud. 
(Saarls, I967)*

The timing hypothesis ha© stimulated many workers 
to invoke temporal changes in cell behaviour leading to 
’’sorting out”* Adherents to the specific adhesion theory 
have suggested that there is a lag in the onset of this 
adhesion and Roth (I968) has shown this in one system.
This explains the assumption that the first formed 
adhesions in reaggregation are indisarlminate* Curtis* 
hypothesis would suggest however* that ’'sorting out” may 
Well occur during reaggregation, This hypothesis that 
"sorting out” occurs at early stages, would also seem to 
fit im with Steinberg’s theory, although he does not 
suggest this*

Both and Weston (1967) have shown in their system 
isotypic adhesions would be stronger than heterotypic 
adhesions# On Steinberg * s hypothesis this should lead to 
separate aggregates being formed. It is difficult to 
reoonciio the findings of Both and Weston with the 
positioning most commonly reported in aggregates, that 
of/
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of one tissue type surrounding island(s) of another 
type# Assumptions of deoreased motility of oell© wltfv 
time may help»
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
TXS^nm CULTURE

a ? Materials
HaBîc s’s BO 3.U t i o 11

N a d  B gm#
KG3. oj} gro.
Oluoo se 1*0 gni.
NaH€0^ 0,35 gm.
KH^Bûg 0 , 5 0  gm* ) In 1000 ml, double
Phono I rod 1 ml, ) clietillod water.G a d  g 0,14 gm#'2MgSO^fTHpG 0,10 gm, 
MgCXgA6HgO 0,10 gm.
Trie 3,0 gm.

(bydroxyamino 
methylene propane)

was adjusted to 7*4with "Analar" HCl,

 ̂Tris buffered saline
N a d  7,0 gm, )
KOI 0,37 gm, )
N a , 12BpO 0A 30 gm, } in 1000 ml. of doubla
laipFÔ  ̂' 0,24 0m. \ distilled water,
J)( h) Oluoose 1,0 gm# (
Phenol red 2 ml, \
Tris 3,0 001.
pH was adjusted to 7,8 with "Analar" HCl,
Embryo extract was prepared as described by Paul
{3.965),

All/
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All manipulation© in tissue culture methods were 
carried out under sterile conditions. All solutions 
were sterilised by passage through Milleporo filters 
(Mi11©pore Corporation# U.S.A.) of pore size O #22/K# 
except trypsin solutions which passed through filters
of 0 ,45Mr# All glasBwaro and Instruments were sterilised0by heating at 160 0 for two hours. Cell sieves were 
sterilised hy atstcclaving at 15 Ibs./in'^ for 15 minutes.

-Oil,(b ) Methodsniiliii m.wifiiwinnMH-T M iiiHKl m.AVt iHiHiLi

Xxi each experiment four dozen fertilised hen eggs 
(Dekalb hens) were incubated, at 37^0. On the third day 
of iBcubatioBy txijo dogen eggs were windowed by the method 
of %wi3-lin@ (1939)» The embryos in the windowed eggs 
wore later "labelled" with trltiated thymicline (see 
Atitoradiography ) .

On the fifth day of incubation# "labelled" and 
"unlabelled” embryos were removed aseptically from the 
eggs and placed separately in Hanks’a solution (see 
X^revioualy# Materials). Hearts and limb buds were 
dis sec tod from the emba:*yos into separate dishes containing 
Hanks’s solution# These four lots of tissues (i.e. 
"labelled" limb buds# "unlabelled” limb buds# "labelled” 
heart©# and ”unlabelled” hearts) were then disaggregated 
separately by one of the following techniques#

X EBTA disaggregation (after Gurti© and Greaves
1965).

The tissues were washed three times in calcium 
and magnésium free saline (CMF# see previously Materials) 
and then treated with 0.001 K EDTA in OMF (pH 7*8 ) for 
ten minutes at 20^0. After three further? washings with 
CMF#/
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OMF# the tissuos were mechanically disaggregated in CMF 
hy flushimg several times through a fine bore pipette.

XX Trypsin, Panoreatin, EBTA diaaggregatioo, (after 
Steinberg 1963) referred to later as Trypsin and EBTA 
disaggrega tion.

The tissues were washed twice in the "disaggregating 
medium", which was 3^ ¥/V trypsin (Difco 1 $ 250, 1,000 
BAEB units of tryptic activity per mg), lf> W/V pancreatln 
(Sigma) and 0.1$ ¥/V IOTA in CMF, pH 7.6# After a 
twenty minute incubation at 37^0 in this medium, the 
tissues were washed briefly with Hanks’s solution oon- 
.taining 50^ chick serum (Flow Laboratories) to stop 
tryptic activity# After a further t̂ ash in Hanks’s 
solution, the tissues Xirere mechanically disaggregated 
(a© in procedure X) in Hanks’s solution/ohiok serum
(30/30).

Ill ïrypsin disaggï’sgation (after Both and Weston
1967).

The tissues were washed with Hanks’s solution and
CMF, prior to a twenty minute incubation x̂ itb 0.259̂
trypsin (Bifoo 1:250, 1,000 BAEF unlts/aig) solution at 
ogo C. The tissues were then rinsed with Hanks’s solution 

and chick serum (50/50) and then with CMF* Disaggregation 
of tissues was then carried out as in procedure IX.

The preparation of cell suspensions was eanr'iod 
out as folloti?©# The cell© were centrifuged at 25g for 
two Erinutes to sediment any cell clumps. A second "harvest” 
of celle was sometimes prepared from the pellet obtained 
in this first centrifugation, by resuspcndlng the pe3.Xot 
in CMF and reflushing through a pipette# The supernatant 
of the first centrifugation (or the poo3.ed supernatants, 
when/
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when a second harvest was made) was tbon centrifuged at 
300§ for ten oiirmtes to pol3.et the oe.lla# Tbo supernatant 
cost aiming cell debris, and maybe a f oiv cells# was dis- 
carded. The pellet of cells was then restu-rpondod in a 
Imowii volume of "reaggregatlng" medium or sometimes in 
Hanks’s so 3m t ion * The oonçentioation of cells/ml, was 
then determined by haenirjcytometry. The cells were 
di©penBed, to reaggregate, through cell sieves (nickel 
©lootroformed grid of mesh E*M.X# Ltd*, Hayes# U.K#),
unless stated to the contrary# This ensured that the
Initial reaggregating siispensions contained no clumps 
larger than three cells *

The reaggregating medium was Hanks’s solution 
44,4'/&, Medium 199 (Glaxo Laboratories) hkih% and chick 
serum (i.e. 9 ml of medium was made up with 4ml.
Hanks’s, 4 ml * medium 199 and 1 ml* chick sorum). This 
medimii was used for all reaggregat:ions except those in 
gyratox'^y shakers# when the medium was Hanks’s so3-ution 
409&, chick serum 40̂ 6, and embryo extract (see previously 
Materials) 20"̂  (Steinberg 1963) * Heaggrogation was 
carried out in one of the folloxv^ing ways.
X T1 ask Fha'ker Systems

The cells were mixed in desired proportions in 
siliooned 10 m3, conical, flasks* The sillconed surface 
to prevent ce3,Is sticking to the sides of the flasks was 
px'Ddticed by dipping acid cl.caned flasks in ©ilicono
fluid MF 1107 (I'lopkin and Williams Ltd*) in ethyl acetate 
followed by baking for at 3.east half an hour* The flasks, 
ato|:>pod with silicone bungs, usual.ly contained a minimum 
of 1 X 10̂  ̂ cell s/ml* of mixed cells in two to thx^ee ml# 
of solution ; the gas phase was air*

The/
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The colls were reaggregated for 2 days or 1 day 
in flasks shaken in a reciprocating shaker (Oallenkarap) 
at 92 strokes/minute at 37^0* (Curtis and Greaves 1965)*
In one experiment the flasks were shaken in a gyratory 
shaker (New Brunswick Scientific Co., Xnc#) at 80 rpm 
for 17 hours, then the rat© of gyration was increased to 
100 rpm for a fisrther culture period of 31 hours (Steinberg 
1962) at 37^8 to prevent further fusion of aggregates.
IX Couette Viscometers (Curtis I969)

The cells ivere mixed in desired proportions in6couette viscometerslat a concentration of 1 x 1 0  cells/ml, 
approximately in 15 ml, of medium# The cells were 
roaggrcgated at a shear rate of 8 sec***̂ # Under these 
conditions of low shear fairly large aggregates are 
formed in a short time period. Colls were reaggrcgated 
for 2 hours or k hours in this way.
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HXFTOtOOY

Aggregates formed after selected periods of time 
were transferred Into test tubes. Usually all the

from one flask or couette viscomotor were p.lacod 
ill one or two test tubes. The aggregates wero washed 
with ranks’s solution pj;©warmed to 37̂ Ĉ. This washing 
romovoB serum and other proteins in the medium, which 
would precipitate during fixation* The aggregates were 
them fixed wnlth Bouin*© fluid for 3.0 « .15 minutes. This 
fixative was oho son because i t is compatiblG with 
arttoradiography provided the picflc acid coloration Is 
removed ( Rogers 196?) *• After fixation# the Bouin’s fluid 
was pl])Gttod off the aggregates (see later) and replaced 
by 70'p alcohol, in which the aggregates cou3,d be stored 
prior to subsequent handling.

The handling of small aggregates at first ^presented 
a problem, Pipetting of aggregates either between 
solutions or to embodcl, often led to their loss, Aggsregatos 
succèssful.ly embedded in this way tended to be di©persod 
tl;iroug;hout the block which made sectioning tedious. It 
Wvss decided to use a method that allowed easy changes of 
medium and resulted in a b.lock confcaining a ’pel3_ot ’ of 
aggregates.

The most satisfactory method found was that of Pantin 
( 15)64) for protozoa* As already described the aggregates 
wore fixed in test tubes. The aggregates were dehydrated 
through 905  ̂alcohol and two ciiangos of absolute alcohol 
in ten minute steps in the tubes. Two ten minute changes 
of xy3-one c3.eared the aggregates. Ten minute changes of 
50/50 xylene/paraffin wax (MP 58^^C), two changes of pro- 
filtered/
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üfiltered pax’affin wax followed at 6o C in the tubes, Xn 

the case of large aggregates, these settled to the bottom 
of the tube in the ten mima to intervals. With small 
aggregates, whicli did not settle in this time, gentle 
centrifugation ’pelleted’ the aggregates between each 
medium change, Centrifugatiem of aggregates in wax was 
carried out in Jackets of hot water.

For embedding in wax, the aggregates wore collected 
in the bottom of the tubes x̂ lth gentle centrifugation if 
necessary» A copper wire handle vjas placed in the upper 
part of the wax* The wax was hardened by plunging the 
tubes into ice* The tube can tbon be placed in boiling 
water to melt the wax in contact with the tube and the 
"block" removed by means of the wire handle*

The rounded block containing the aggregates, 
usually visible due to slight paierie acid coloration, was 
than trimmed on two sides* 5yW aerial sections were then 
out OB a Jung rotatory microtome (see Counting)*

The section© were floated out on "subbed" slides 
on a warming plat©* "Subbed* slides were produced by 
dipping chromic acid cleaned slides into a filtered 5'/ 
W/V gelatin and 0*lÿ W/V chrome alum solution at room 
temperature and allowing them to dry in dust tree 
conditions* The "subbed" slides can be produced in bulk 
and stored at 2^0* The "subbing" of the slides acts as 
an adhesive for the sections as well as the nuclear 
emuleion (Rogers 196?)* Th© floating out solution was

alcohol* This procedure had two advantages| creasod 
sections were flattened moro readily than in vJater, and 
the picric acid coloration was removed, a step necessary 
for subsequent autoradiography (Rogers 196?). The 
flattened soctlone were then dried at 37^8 overnight.

The/
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The j Got ion s were tbon oaro Tolly dev; axed in tbroo 
changeB of xylone, Xt is Imvsortant to roajo v© all the %̂ ax 
to promote firm coboslDo between aoctioii and nuclear 
omulr/Xon ( iRogers 1S>67). The sec t lone were then brough t 
clown to distilled water through absolute alcohol (two 
changea), 78?'̂ and 505% alcohol. The soot ions were then 
dried at 37'̂ G and ready for application of nuclear 
omulslop «
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AUTORADIOGRAPHY

(a) Dosaare and application of isotope.
The dosag© of tritiated thymidine needed to "label" 

cblck embryos in vivo depends on tbo age of the embryo 
(Weston 1967)* Experiments wore carried out to discover 
the optimal dosage of tritiated thymidine (6 — T(n)
Thymidine, Badiocliemical Centre, Amors bam) to "label" five 
day embryos, using the rocommendatlons of Weston (1967) 
as a gij&ide to the dosage required, Autoradiograph a of 5 
sections of whole "label,led" 5 day embryos, or limb buds 
or hearts of 5 day embryos wore prepared (see later). The 
trial autoradiographs allowed the effective dosage to be 
detei^minod as l̂ itC of tritiated thymidine (specific 
activity 5*0 curies/mM) per egg, in conjunction with 
optimal expo sure and development time (see later).

Routinely l^üC of tritiated thymidine were pipetted 
aspectioally on to the yolk sac of four day chick embryos 
in 0,1 ml, of solution made up with Banks’s, After a 24 
hour incubation with the labelled thymidine, the tissues 
were harvested (as earlier),
(b), Application of emulsion to aggregate sections,

Ail manipulations were carried out in a darkroom 
with safelight filter "Wratten" series no,1 (Kodak), Ilford 
nuclear emulsion gel L 4 was used to coat the sections*
20 ml* of emulsion was melted at 40^C and thon diluted x̂ ith 
40 ml, of XiJarmod distilled water in measuring cylinders.
The diluted emulsion was then poured down the side of a 
clipping Jar, to prevent undue frothing, into the Jar.
Chromic acid cleaned slides X'jorc dipped into the diluted 
emulsion to clear any bubbles. The dried experimental slides 
w o t q /
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were then dipped into the emulsion# drained# wiped on 
the bad-: and placed on a cool tray. A standard rhythm 
of clipping was evolved. The slides were then left to dry 
for about an hour# after which they were packed into 
light tight boxes and sealed* Tbo glassware used, in 
dipping; was cleaned in the manner recommended by Rogers 
(1 967 )# The coated sections xvere then exposed at 2^G#
.(.p) Development of autoradiographs and staining.

Trial slides of sections of embryos or tissues VJer*©
exposed for ^^erious lengths of time prior to dovelopoient *
This g coupled x̂ lth varying development tioje.allox^ed the 
optimal times to bo determined to give suitable auto-^ 
radiographs for viewing under light field microscopy, 
conditions *

Routinely sections x̂ ero expo sod for about 40 days 
at The slides Xfere cievolopod and fixed under the
darkroom conditions previously mentioned# D19b developer 
was made xtp (Horder 1958) and filtered and stored in 
400 ml * aliquots in the dark at 2^0. The s3.ides were 
transferred from the boxes to a slid© rack. In each rack 
an emulsion coated slide which had been exposed to light
was ineluded. The development of this slide providea a
UBCfîÆl check of the state of the developer solution (Rogora 
1967)* A d e ve 1 o pus ont time of 7 m 1 ou tes a t 20 ̂ 0 w i t h n o 
agitation was found to give optimal vieualisation of silver 
g;x’*ai.ns, a large number of grains per "labelled" nucleus 
and a low background count under light field illumination.

After development# the .slides were passed into a 
stopi bath of distilled water and then fixed in a filtered 
solution of 30 ŷ sodium thiosulpbate for 10 mitmtos at 20^0 
(Rogers 1967). The slides were then washed for 15 minutes 
in/
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in Klewly running filtered tap water.
The s3,ides wei'o paFFod through distilled water,

509  ̂and ?0ÿ alcohol with a few minutes in each solution.
The eectioiia were stained In Ourr’s Erhlioh’s eicid 
haefôatoxyliîi (filtered) for JO minutes - 1 hour, Post- 
staining with this stain is known not to affect the silver 
girainŝ  (X© Blond, Kopriwa and Mossier# 1SH>3) * Adequate 
diff0x̂00tiation of the stain (usually a few minutes) was 
carried out in acid alcohol (l ml, M HCl in 100 ml, 70^̂ 
alcohol), "Blueing" was accomplished in Fcott’s Tap ¥at©x* 
Substitute (0 ,79̂  W/V‘ sodium bicarbonate, 4*Oft. ¥/V 
magnesium sulphate (crystalline) in distilled watox’). The 
60 et ion vS were dehydrated by passage through 9 0 alcohol 
(2 minutes) and two passages of 2 minutes in abso 1x3te 
alcohol, The slides xv?©re cleared to remove any air looks, 
in ceclax’ oil/absolute alcohol (50/50) for one hour folloxited 
by xylane/Canada Balsam (50/50) for another hour (le Blond, 
ICopriv̂ a and Messier, 1963)* The slides wore mounted x'ith 
Oh am 00 No # 1, oox'-ersXips with neutxral thin Canada Balsam.

slide© were allowed to dry and then cleaned with xylene
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Q o v m x m

A, Tbo use of tritiatod thymidine as a oell marker*
(l) Criterion for recognition of a "labelled" cell*
A cell was considered to be labelled if there were 

five or more grains over the mioleus# as the labelling 
intensity vms high and background low* Baserga and 
Malamud (1969) suggest an arbitary lower limit of four 
to five grains per cell to distinguish "labelled" from 
"msla'belled" cells under these conditions*

Although X did not knox-j of this paper at the time 
and have not used hie method# Stillstrom (I963) has 
suggested a less arbitary and therefore preferable way 
of estimating the proportion of "labelled" cells in a 
population. By reference to control autoradiographs of 
unlabelled tissues the proportion of colls xv’hich have a 
higher number of grains than background can be calculated. 
This methodÿ however# assumes a uniform background count 
which is practically rarely achieved,

(2 ) Percentage labelling of the "labelled" cell
suspens i o ri s *,

Jdontifioation of oell type by radioactive labelling 
can only be certain if all the cells of the cell type 
xdiioh is labelled have taken up the label, Xt is 
important for recognition of cell type to determine tbo 
percentage of cells which are labelled in the "labelled" 
cell suspension# i.e. the percentage labelling.

Xt was decided to determine the percentage labelling 
of "labelled" cell suspensions in a manner that could 
directly be related to aggregate© of mixed cell types.
An estimate of the percentage labelling# if determined 
from/
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from cell smear© or short term ooversiip cultures of 
"labelled" cell sufS-pensions# cannot be extrapolated to 
a003^egato section© without considerations of section 
thickness and penetrance of y 3  emissions $

(a) Digression#
With /2> emitters# such as tritium# the distance 

between the source and emulsion is critical because the
'Ï,petll'longth is short# Any inert layer between the source 

and emuleion x^ill effectively screen the percentage of 
source emitters registering in the emulsion* With abort 
pathlength ^  emiasiona (tritium) the thickness of the 
source can affect the efficiency# Above certain thiokiieases 
of aoiiro©> approximately equal to the pathlcngth# self 
abaorption occurs# In other words# the emission© are 
"quenched" by the soui'ce before reaching the emulsion*
The of "quenching" of /S omissions will depend on
the .source thickness# Smears of cells and ooverslip 
cultures are therefore not comparable in autoradiographic 
efficiency with 5ytv sections* The autoradiographic 
efficiency is "the number of grains produced in the nuclear 
emulsion per radioactive disintegration in the source"
(Rogers 1967)»

In a section of 5/VC tbicknoss# the self^absorption 
of particles i© higher than in thinner sections (see
Hogers (1967)I for a table of autoradiographic efficiency 
as a function of section thickness with a source uniformly 
labelled with tritium)* However# the flattening of wax 
seotiona becomes more critical# the thinner the section* 
Steadman (i960) quote© the cornières ©ion after flattening 
as 28ÿ) with Jyw and 19^ with 6yK wax sections# Estilllatos 
of the maximum pathlongtb of partidos from tritium in 
media of higher density than air vary# Rogers (1967) 
gives/
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gives 3yK and Lathja and Oliver 8/tL as the maximum path- 
lemgth,

If the emction thickness Is greater than the limit 
of penetrance of yS emissions from tritium only a pro^ 
portion of the .labelled nuclei and fragments will produce 
au10radiographic images, Simnett (196^) derives a 
correction factor which can be applied, if all other 
parameters are determined, to give the total number of 
labelled nuclei per section*

The number of unlabelled nuclei in a section can 
be calculated from the fi'agments of nuclei observed, 
provided the rolationshlp between nuclear diameter and 
section thickness is considered (Abercrombie 1946,Marrable 
1962)$ It is therefore possible to express all counts of 
fragments of unlabelled nuclei observed and of autoradio
graphic images observed in terms of the total number of 
labelled and uni aba lied nuclei pe%̂  section, i,e, in the 
same terms# The advantage of correcting counts of 
unlabclled and labelled nuclei in this %vay is that any 
differences in the "efficiency" of observing unlabolled 
and labelled nuclei in the section can be eliminated (see 
later)# However, in segregation tests the imsition of 
one cell type relative to another in the plan© of section 
observed aro scored* This moans that observational 
counts must be used, Xt was therefoi^e decided not to 
convert any counts of the number of labelled and 
unlabelled nuclei observed into the total number of nuclei 
per section#

(b) Method of determining poroontage labelling* 
Aggregates were prepared solely of "labelled" cell 

suspensions in the routine manner# Aggregates of "labelled” 
limb/
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limb bud cells and of "labelled" heart cells were 
sectioned at 5yVC and autoradiographs prepared, Roth and 
Weston (1967) used this method to determine percentage 
labelling*

Aggregates formed after 42 hours reaggregation 
Were prepared from "labelled" heart celle disaggregated 
with EBTA* Similarly aggregates of "labelled" limb bud 
cells were produced from colls disaggregated by all three 
techniques* This provides a check that each disaggregation 
procedure releases a similar proportion of "labelled" 
colls from limb buds. Ideally the proportion of "labelled" 
cells released from hearts should also be checked with 
each disaggregation technique a3.though this was not done.

Cells V3GTQ reaggregated for 42 houi s, so counts of 
those aggregates if ouId yield a percentage labelling 
relevant to aggregates formed from two cell types in 42 
hours. It is possible that some dilution of label due to 
cell division during two clays in culture might take place. 
This may cause over-correction when the • estimate of 
percentage labelling from aggregates formed after 42 
hours is applied to aggregates formed from two coll types 
in shorter time periods. Whether this is the case could 
be checked by aggregating "labelled" heart or limb bud 
cell suspensions for equivalent time periods, although this 
was not done,

Random fields of every third section of randomly 
chosen aggregates (see later) was examined at x900 (oil 
immersion) magnification, Cells, in randomly ohoson
squares (by means of a numbered square grid eyo-pleoo and 
tables of random numbers) were scored as labelled or un- 
label led* Basorga and Malamud (1969) suggest the counting 
of tbo number of labelled cells in a total of 1,000-2,000 
cells is sufficient for a crude estimate of the percentage 
of labelled cells.
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Labelled limb bud aggregates;

41*

% labelled

(a) EBTA disaggregation 93»2
(b) w m k  4 TRYPSIN dis

aggregation 94*3
(c) TRYPSIN disaggregation 92*3

average 93*2?
proportion of unlabèlled colls in 
"labelled" limb bud aggregates

Labelled heart aggregates:
jo labelled

total number of 
1̂^11 & count ed '

884

820
908

2,612
0*0673

total number of 
cells counted

EOTA disaggregation 91.08 897
proportion of unlabelled cells in 
"labelled" heart aggregates 0,0892

(3 ) The problem of exchange of label between cells* 
Trinîcaus and Gross (1961) estimated exohang© of 

label from labelled cells to unlabolled cells, by reference 
to a second natural marker, pigment granules in pigmented 
retinal cells* A reliable independent marker for heart 
or limb buds could not be found* Steinberg (1962) 
recognised heart cells in aggregates by staining with 
Bulmor’s periodic acid — dimedone-Scbiff procedure (Bulmer 
1959)* This stain was found to be compatible with 
autoradiography if staining was carried out before 
application of nuclear emulsion * Labelled 5 day limb bud 
sections showed no staining* The uptake of stain by 
heart cells in sections of 5 day labollod heart was found 
to be patchy and not reliable in my hands,

Duplicate/
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Duplicate experiment© were therefore performed#
Xn one case "labelled" heart cells were mixed with 
"imlabelled" limb bud cells; in the other "labelled" 
limb bud cells were mixed with "unlabolled" heart cells, 
i.e. reoiproca1ly labelled experiments (referred to 
hereafter as reciprocal experiments). If no appreciable 
exchange of 3-abel takes place the arrangement of cells 
in reciprocal experiments will be the same irrespective 
of which cell type is labelled. A difference in 
arrangement of cells in reciprocal experiments can 
therefore indicate that exchange of label is taking place 
or that the "labelling" of the cell suspension affects 
the behaviour of the cells.

(4) The effect of labelling on cell behaviour*
The effect of labelling on cell behaviour was 

investigated by Trinkaus and Gross (1961), They detected 
qualitatively no diffcrenoo in the behaviour of labelled 
cells in regard to migration, "coll affinities" and 
morphogenesis compared to that of unlabelled colls of the 
same type# Xt is desirable to have a direct tost of 
the effect of labelling in a "sorting out" system. This 
tost can bo readily performed by mixing together "labelled" 
and "unlabelled" cells of the same cell type# Aggregates 
of "labelled" and "unlabolled" limb bud cells were pre
pared and counted in the routine manner (see later).
Ideally similar aggregates of heart colls should be pre
pared but this was not done *

Assuming that labelling does not affect cell 
behaviour, it would be expected that the "labelled" and 
"unlabelled" cells in those aggregates would bo randomly 
arranged if, also, there is no gross exchange of label 
between cells. A small divergence from a random pattern 
of/
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of colls in those aggregates was found and the implica*" 
tions of this will be discussed (see control results). 
The analysis of those aggregates (referred to as control 
aggregates) form a crucial control for studying tho 
axu-'arigmaent of cells in aggregates of two cell types*
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B» Meaetaro© of the arrangement of oells In aggregates*

The arrangemont of cells in aggregates has been 
studied quantitatively with regard to two features| the 
degree of segregation, i.e. the grouping of cells according 
to type, and the positioning of cells relative to the 
inside and outside of the aggregate*
Introductory Digression -

Aggregates are three dimensional entities. Serial 
sections represent tho aggregates in two dimensional 
slices taken at random, since the aggregates are orientated 
and cut at random * Measures of positioning and segregation 
are carried out therefore in two dimensions. The relation 
of those meaaureomnts to the three dimensional aspect of 
aggregates is discussed later*

Tho positioning of colls relative to the inside and 
outside of aggregates has only been examined briefly,
Tho degree of segregation of cells according to type has 
been investigated more thoroughly and these methods and 
results will bo presented first.
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(a) TÎ3STF ■POTÎ SBGinJGATXOR OF CELLS ACCORBIRG TO TYÎ-1Î,
TEST I. Elton* G Method (Elton to bo published).

Consider an aggregate of two coll types A and B, 
target colls are selected at random# Tlie nearest 
anx'romidiiig' cells are scored according to type# Two points 
can be mentioned here for clarity*

Firstly^ the scores of cells snrronnding target 
cells of type A and B are recorded separately* Two sets 
of data are thns obtained so that thox^e is no "averaging 
ont" effect * If one cell type does occur sparsely in 
masses of the other coll type, the chance of picking one 
as a target cell is small; but, if, occasionally, such a 
cell is randomly chosen as a target, the score of the 
surrounding cells can give an indication of "misplacings” 
of cells.

Secondly, the number of surrounding cells scored 
for each target needs some discussion* The surrounding 
cells could be considered to be "nearest neighbours" to 
the target cell * This terminology has been used by plant 
écologiste (Pielon 1961, Clark and Evans 1955) where the 
distances between plants can bo measured and the nearest 
neighbour ascertained* "Nearest neighbour" measures of 
segregation cannot be applied to two dimensional sections 
as the distance between cells in a packed array cannot 
easily be measured*

The simplest approach is to assume that the colls 
form a close packed structure, such as that described by 
Blumonson (1967) for the packing of spherical beads in a 
column. This type of packing contains the minimum amount 
of void space. If, assuming for simplicity, that the 
centres of the colls all lie on the same plane, each cell 
is/
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is surrounded hy six neighbouring colls#
A further assumption for this model is that the 

colls of each type are of the same ©isse* Unlabollod heart 
end limb bud cells wore measured with an eye piece scale 
(previously calibrated) in sections of aggregates formed 
after 2 hours, with x900 (oil immersion) magnification#
The mean diameter of cells as seen in section surface vjas 
6 #60yVi (s - X%23/ii.) for heart cells and 6#63ytL( s = 
for limb bud cells*

Therefore the six nearest cells to a target cell 
wore scored according to whether they were "labelled" or 
"unlabelled"«

The general thcor^^ will now foe presented and a 
dlsousssion of corrections incorporated into the calcula^ 
tien s Xî?i 11 fo 1 loxv •

Jf a two dimensional array of equal proportions of
cells of type A and type B Is considered, it would be
expected that, If the cells are randomly arranged, the 
proportion of cells of typo B in the six surrounding cells 
of targets A would bo 0#5s and likex^ise, the proportion of 
cells of type A in the six surrounding colls of targets B, 
xvould be 0#5* Put in general terms, the proportion of
cells of type A surrounding target cells, B, xvill equal
the proportion of A cells in the mixture, for a range of 
mixture proportions, the cells are arranged randomly* 
Similarly, the proportion of B cells surrounding A targets 
x̂ ill equal the propoirtiori of B cells in the mixture if 
the cells are randomly arranged*

We can also consider the proportion of A cells 
surrounding targets, A, and the proportion of B cells 
surrounding targets, B# Again, these proportions will 
equal the proportions of A and B cells respectively in 
the/
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the mixture when the cells are randomly arranged* We can 
consider in a random ai^ray of cells that the typo of 
target cell does not "determine" the types of cells 
surrounding it *

When the cells are sogrogated, the pioportion of 
cell typo A around targets of type B will be lower in value 
compared with that expected in a random array, 1.e* the 
proportion of A in the mixture; likewise the proportion of 
cell type B around targets A will be similarly lower In 
value* These decreases in the proportions of surrounding 
cells compared with those expected in a random array, can 
give a measure of segregation*

Let the "unlabollod" cell suspension bo of typo A 
" " "labelled" " " " " " B

Considering the theoretical situation of aggregates of 
typo A and type B colls,

let the proportion of A cells - 0 
thon " " » D " - (l ~ 0)

If the colls are randomly arranged
the proportion of A cells around B targets = Q  

and " " " B " » A « = (l - 0)
If the colls are segregated, the proportion of A cells 
around targets B x̂ ill be lowered and the proportion of B 
cells around targets A will b© similarly lowered* ¥o
can designate this lowering as PC , which will equal 1,
when the cells are randomly arranged*

We can thorcforo write, introducing oC t 
the proportion of A cells around B targets = pC0 

and " " " B " " A " = p[(l -
Since the proportions of the two cell types 

around a given type of target cell must suimnate to give 1, 
wo/
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wo can also write
the proportion of A cells around A targets = 1 - ^oC(X -̂ 0)J 

and " " " B colls " B » = 1 - ̂ 0
From aggregates wo havo the following observations (see 
later)

X ™ proportion of unlabelled targets
y =: " " " cells round labelled targets
B - " " labelled " " unlabelled "

We carmot use the values of x and y directly to
calculate oO $ since unlabelled and labelled cells are not
in fact simply of type A and type B cells respectively.
This is because a proportion of B cells are not in fact
3.abelled ( see percentage labelling) ̂

The proportion of B colls, which are not labolled
was determined as

p - 0*0673 when B = limb bud cells
p 0*089S " " “ heart cells

and p is assumed to be a constant *
Elton has expressed the observational estimates of

X, y and b in terms of 0 and p to obtain a value of
which refers to cell types A and B,

Lot us consider labelled targets ; we know that
those are all of typo B.

We have y proportion of unlabollod colls 
surrounding labelled targets*

¥o are therefore observing hero the proportion of A cells
around B targets (^C6) plus the proportion of unlabollod
cells of type B (p), of the proportion of B cells
surrounding B targets (l -i?C0)

expo0ted value of y , f|̂ s=cC0 4̂  p (l - cC6) (l)
Lot us now consider the more complicated? situation

of observed proportion of labelled cells surrounding
mi labelled t arg e t s (æ).

The/
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The unlaboXled target colls consist of the pro-* 
pox'tioiî of target cells of type A and the proportion of 
taurgot cells, whicb are in fact B, but unlabelled* So 
the observed proportion of labelled cells surrounding un- 
labelled targets (k ) represents the contribution of the 
proportion of labelled cells around unlabollod targets of 
typo A, and the contribution of the proportion of labelled 
cells around unlabelled targets, which are in fact type B« 

These contributions from observations of surrounding 
cells of unlabollod targets A and of surrounding cells 
of unlabelled targets, which are in fact B, depend on the 
proportion of unlabelled targets that are A and the pro
portion of unlabelled targets that ar© B*

¥o can express the proportion of unlabelled targets 
of type A, and the proportion of unlabelled targets of 
ty|:>Q B in terms of p and 0 #

Proportion of A targets = 0 
Proportion of B targets 
which are unlabelled 

Total proportion of unlabelled targets 0 f p(l -* 0)
The proportion of target cells of type A observed 

among the total of unlabollod targets

0 4' p(l 0 )
The proportion of target colls of type B observed 

among the tota.'* of unlabelled targets

04 p ( 1 - 0)
Now we can consider the proportion of labelled cells 

around unlabelled targets, which are contributed to b 
from these proportions of unlabollod target cells which 
are of type A and B,

A proportion of s comes from the observations of 
so rro unding/
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surrounding colls of a proportion of unlabelled targets 
Xsîhioh are of type A i*o* 0

0  ̂ p ( 1 — 6)
The proportion of labelled cells round targets A

= ( 1 — p ) ( 1 — 0 )
is the proportion of B cells that are labelled (l - p)
of the proportion of B cells I'ound A targets (o^(l -0))*

fo the contribution to b of observations of labelled 
cells round A targets

0 4. p(l m 0 )
A proporti^on of b comes from the observations of 

surrounding colls of a proportion of unlabel3.od target cells 
which are of type B i*e* p (1 - 0)

0 4- p ( 1 - 0 )
The proportion of labelled colls around target4 cells,

B vjhich are actually unlabelled
ts (1 - p) (1 - cC& )

is the proportion of B colls that ar© labelled (l - p)
of the proportion of B cells around B targets (l - 0C6 )*

Bo the contribution to b of observations of labelled
cells around B targets which ar© unlabollod

6 -Î p ( 1 - 0  )
So the expression for the expected value of s, ^  , 

in terms of cC ̂ O' and p is
^  - 0-(.1 . .T P ) ^ ( 1 4- (1 _Jl)i 1 P ( 1 ** 0  ) {2 )

Î p(l - 0 )  0 4 p(l *-6)
The/
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The solution of equations (l) and (2) for oC and

and

0  ~ (3)
(>l )(^ - p)

"" Jp— ( 4 )
A(X - p)

The observed values of y and. b can be substituted 
for and ^  rospoctively in equations (3 ) and (4) and 
estimates of and 0  can b© calculated (see later).

Elton has considered the expected value, W  , of
9C(the proportion of unlabelled cells) 

from target cell counts*
^  » 0 + p(i ”  0 ) (5)
The proportion of unlabollod cells will bo the 

proportion of A colls (0 ) plus the proportion (p) which 
are unlabollod of the proportion of B cells (l -0)#

¥hon the estimate of 0 from the data is substituted 
into (5 ) the value of ̂  was in the majority of cases 
higher than the observed value of (see later for the 
distribution of surrounding cells)# The most probable 
explanation of this discrepancy was that the unlabollod 
cells Were being underestimated in target cell counts*
It is possible to explain this underestimation on con
siderations of relative "counting efficiency" of labelled 
and UBlabellod cells* An unlabollod cell is only 
recognisable if part of the nucleus is at the surface of 
the section* A labelled nucleus, on the other hand, may 
produce an autoradiographic imago even if it is not on the 
surface of the section (see previously; discussion of 
particle penetrance)*

A third unknown parameter was introduced, let q 
be the proportion of unlabelled target cells observed* 

From/
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From obBorvatioBG proportion of unlabollod targets
proportion of unlabelled targets obsorvod 

total proportion of targets observed 
The proportion of unlabelled targets observed 

^ <l(& t p(l - 0 ) ) 
is the piroportion observed (q) of the proportion of 
unlabelled targets ( 0  + p(l*"0))*
The total proportion of targets observed ^

" <t( 0 4- p(l - 0  )) 4 (l - p)(l - 0 )
is the proportion of uniabelied targets observed plus the 
proportion of labelled targets observed*

" q(0 4- p(l - 0 ) )
qI 0 4" p(T ( 1 « p)(l - 0 )  (6)

which reduces using equation (3) to 
= 1/(1

or q “ ^  Cl
3  (7 )

«^(1 - J )
replacing ? » and by x, % and y respectively, we 
havo

q ™......
y(l - x)

Elton has investigated the x^ossible effect of a 
similar undorestimation of unlabelled cells in counts of 
surrounding colls# Since the target cells and surrounding 
cells are counted by different methods (see later) the 
underestimation of unlabelled colls in surrounding cell 
counts was not considered to be the same parameter as q#
A fourth parameter was introduced, let r bo the proportion 
of unlabellcd surrounding colls observed# This parameter 
can ho assumed to bo the same for both labolled and 
unlabollod target colls*

¥0/
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¥e can calculate from x, y, b and p using equations 
(3), (4) and (S) values of oC ? 0 and q assuming r = 1.
How do values of r different from 1 affect oC t 0  and q?

If r ^ 1, the observed values of y and k differ
"î 1from the true values y*̂  and b of the proportion of 

unlabelled cells round labelled targets, and the proportion 
of labelled oells round unlabollod targets respectively*

y =   if r = 1  y = y3-
ry 4* 3. - y

1 1^ ” 2 if r ÏS 1 B ^ b '
53^ 4 r(l - 13̂ )

To summarise, Elton expresses cO and 0  as functions 
of y , 0, p and r; and q as a function of r * When he 
p3.otted these functions for real data he found that the
value of ^  is not affected very much by small changes in
r, ill the region r = 1# In practice, he concluded that 
pC may be decreased slightly by this effect if the true 

value of r ^  1, but this is not probably important*
If we use the observed values x, y and b instead of

5, ^  and ^  we can estimate q, & and ^  *
q îis X, B .

y(l - x)

(1 - p)(l^ 4- B)

(1 - p)
A number of samples provide replicate estimates of 

each parameter under given conditions, ivhich are used 
in significance tests*
Mechanics/
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Moohanics of Counting 
(l) Sampling

5yVL serial soctions of embedded aggregates vjore 
aVEiliable for counting* The procedure of Roth and Weston 
(1967) was adopted* They examined every third section of 
the ribbon to avoid counting the same labelled cell twice *

If we consider a "sorted out" aggregate, it can be 
soon that the proportion of cell types will vary along 
the sections *

ceU. ^

Xn fact Adler (1970) has used this variation of 
proportion of cell typos with aggregate si?se as a measure 
of "sorting out" (see also discussion on positioning)*
The degree of segregation will ail so vary along the sections * 

We could consider the segregation of ce3.1 types in 
arbitari3.y chosen regions of tho aggregate either by 
selecting to count certain sections or areas of aggregates 
within sections* This method was not used because such 
a choice of regions would be rather subjective. The 
other altoimative, which was the method used, is to examine 
the whole aggregate in serial sections and to obtain a 
value of segregation in those two dimensional sections 
at "a.ll le VO 3.8" within the aggregate* With this method, 
a measure of the proportions of cells in the random areas 
of the aggregate analysed for segregation (see later) is 
obtained/
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obtained since this measure is calculated from target 
cell count8* In this approach, although the whole 
aggregate is sampled in two dimensional slices, a measure 
of segregation of "the whole" can be obtained*

This method is only applicable to aggregates formed 
after h2 hours * reaggregation, when embedded sparsely 
because the aggregates formed after shorter time periods 
are too small* A single aggregate can then bo recognised 
in each third section throughout its "length"# Counts 
can then be made at all levels of sectioning* The material 
ana.lysed in this way is referred to as AgM'regate, where a 
whole aggregate has been examined#

The counting of whole aggi'egates would not yield 
sufficient data if small early aggregates wex^o examined 
in the same way# Xii sections of these aggregates every 
third section can be distinguished on the slide, although 
individual agg-rogates cannot easily be traced* In these 
cases, the material can stil3. be analysed for the degree 
of segregation in terms of "whole" aggregates# A random 
sample of a number of aggregates in every third section 
is taken * This data is ï?ef erred to as Sample # In this 
way, all "levels" of sections are considered togethex^ and 
thus the degree of segregation refers to that of total 
aggregate population rather than certain areas of 
aggregates* Borne aggregates formed after two days wore 
also counted in samples* The aggregato method of 
collecting data provides useful Information on the 
homogeneity of oC between aggregates formed in the same 
experiment (see later)* Homogeneity would add justifica
tion to the use of the sample method*
( 2 ) /
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(s) Scoring
To obtain the counts used in the equations to 

obtain oC the fo3.1owlng procedure) xv’as adopted* Aggregates 
wex*e seJ-OGted for counting by either of the two methods, 
outlined above, i*e, as aggregates or samples at xlOO 
magnification*

Then the magnification was changed to x90G (oi.l 
Immersion) and the field obtained was used for counting. 
This field was assumed to be a random selection of pai?t of 
an aggregate or group of aggregates* Target cells wore 
selected by moans of a Chalk ley grid ©ye-pieoe witEi 25 
dots randomly arranged (Curtis i960). The type of each 
target was noted and tho six nearest cells wore scored 
according to %vhether they xvero labelled or unlabollod,
When the labelled colla were tho smaller proportion (this 
was the case in most experiments) the counting of 
surrounding colla was particular!.y easy, Xn those casos, 
the number of labelled colls surrounding the target wore 
counted and the remainder of the surrounding cells were 
assumed to be unlabelled.

Counts of surrounding cells vjore therefore obtained 
in two columns, one referring to labelled target colls and 
tho other to unlabelled target cells. The porcontage of 
the labelled and unlabelled colls in aggregates or samples 
of aggregates can be calculated from target cell countr , 
and is included in the results tables, L being the pro
portion of labelled targets end U being the proportion of 
unlabelled targets (x in equjttions). The frequency of 
the numbers of surrounding cells of the same type as the 
target cells can be drawn up, Tho distribution of the 
numbers/
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nuuîbors of colls surrounding a target of given type will 
be briefly examined later.

Tho proportion of unlabollod cells round labollod 
targets and the proportion of labelled cells round 
uBiabelled targets can be calcula tod, Eqi,iations ( 3 ) , ( 4 ) 
and (8) can be is sod to calculate q, 0 , and c?C using 
observed values of y and s*

Q

6  = (l - p)(y + g)

p = proportion of unlabollod 
cells in "labelled" cell 
population «

q « proportion of unlabellod 
targets observed,

Q Es proportion of unlabellod 
cells of the un3.abolled 
cel3. type.

0^3 degree of segregation.
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SEGREGATION TESTS 

TEST X% Results

pQnt*TOXB LB4<T./B ("labelled" limb bud cells mixed with
"uulabelled" limb bud oells)

LB^éLB (l) g disaggregated with TRYPSIN, cells mixed 
together without passage through cell 
sieves, aggregated for 42 hours*

A g g r e g a t e TARGET CELLS
n u m b e r t o t a l ■ k IT Z a ê &  1 .

I 205 0 * 3 0 0*70 0 * 5 7 0*30 1 * 2 1 0 , 6 3 0 . 8 5

I I 358 0 * 3 4 0 * 66 0 * 6 ? 0*23 0 * 6 7 ^ 0 . 7 3 0 . 8 9

I I I 311 0 * 3 1 0 . 6 9 0 * 68 0 * 2 3 0 * 7 6 0 . 7 3 0,91
I V 306 0*32 0 *68 0 . 6 9 0 . 20 0 . 9 1 0 , 7 6 0 , 8 9

mean oC~ 0 , 8 8
' 0 , 0 0 0 6 .

1* Notes for clarity figures are rounded off to 2 d©cima3.
p3,aoos, a3.though four decimal places were used 
foT QaloulatioBs,
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FIGURE la
00ITB0LiLB*LB,di8aggre9itad with TB7P8H,oolla mixed together 
without paoeage throu^ oell eievee^aggregated for 42 houre.
The arrangement of labelled and unlabelled oelle approaches 
randomness*
Light field illumination*
MagnificationiX440•
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PIQURE Ib
CORTROLiLB LB,disaggregated with TRTPSIH,cells mixed together 
without passage through oell sieves,aggregated for 42 hours.

Similar aggregate to that in figure la.

Dait field illumination.
MagnificationtX440.
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LB'-̂ LB (2)1 with E'BTA, cells "sieved",
aggregated for 24 hours#

Sample TARGET CELLS
number total h V y z q 0 ^until ■iniwP|i II,III III iii iiiirp m #  # w k  4M  mm ##4& A w #  # # ,

I 101 0,62 0.38 0 . 4 1  0 . 4 8  0,70 0,43 0.87
I I  162 0 . 3 7  0,43 0.45 0,54 0,92 0 . 4 1  0.99
III sag 0,54 0.46 0.44 0.49 0.97 o,44 0,92
IV 236 0,58 0.42 0,44 0,52 0*86 0,4s 0,95

mean csC = 0.93
= 0.0025
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(3), <lisaggre@atod with TÎDTA, cells sieved and 
aggregated for 4-2 hours,

Sample TARGET CELLS
number total h 2 X a  ê

X 437 0 * 3 1 0.69 0.67 0*22 0.73 0.73 0,88
I X  2 2 6 0*28 0*72 0*72 0,21 0,77 0.76 0*92

I I I  1 8 1 0*76 0*73 0,23 1,01 0,74 0 . 9 5
XV 366 0 * 3 0 0.70 0*70 0 * 2 4 0.81 0.73 0 . 9 3

moan <sC = 0*92
0,0009

Xn a random mixture of cells ûC ̂ ' 1
00 mpared with <?C — 1 (One tailed *t* test)

LB*LB (1) t = -9.618 df 3 p; 0 ,002^ A o .001

LB*LB (g) t = -2.678 df 3 p : 0 .05^ A  0,025

LB-Ü-LB (3) t a -4.505 df 3 p: 0.025)0) 0.01

po sitiv©
segregation 
at 1̂ 5 level
po ©itiVO 
segregation 
at 5/̂ level
positive 
segregation 
at 5ÿ, level*
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OompgriBOB of controls with oach other.

(i) We coiïld consider "time course"
Aggregates (f I)TA| with oell sieves)
LB'^LB (2 ) (reaggregated foi’ 24 hour) compared with 
LB'ï'*LB (3) (reaggregated for 42 hour)

é a  o.o4l t c 0,3686 df 6 p,* O.^Ao.g

(ii) The effects of cell "aieving"
LB̂ »î*LB (1) (trypsin$ without oell sieves, reaggregated for 
42 hour)

(a) compared with LB^LB (3) (BDTA, "oell sieved",
reaggregated for 4-2 hour) 

6  ̂= 0.027 t = -8.003 df 6 p; o.:^Ao,05

(b) compared with LB^LB (2) (EOTA, "cell sieved",
reaggregatod for 24 hour)

^ 0.0389 t **1,779 df 6 p; o.AAo.l
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Comments on Controls
The degree of segregation of labelled and unlabelled 

eelle in aggregates LB-x-LB ( 1 ), in which the initial cell 
©uapensiens were not sieved is significantly greater than 
that expected if there were a random arrangement (n*B* the 
greater the degree of segregation the lower the pC value)* 
The numerical value of for LB*̂ 'LB (l) is 0*8842, which 
therefore shows that the cells in these aggregates are 
segregated significantly but to a small extent according 
to whether they are "labelled" or "unlabelled"* This 
could be explained by the presence of cell clumps in the 
original oell suspension.

The finding that this "clumping" effect persists into 
aggregates formed after 42 hours can be predicted on the 
hypothesis of Steinberg (1964) that "sorting out" occurs 
by exchange of weak for stronger adhesions* In these 
aggregates all the cells are of the same "tissue type" 
and differ only in some being "labelled"» Xf "labelling" 
has BO effect on cell behaviour one would ©xpeot "labelled" 
cell adhesions to be the ©am© strength as "unlabollod" 
cell adhesions of the same "tissue type", and thus no 
exchanges of adhesions would be predicted. Incidentally 
it might b© predicted that small clumps of like cells in 
initial cell suspensions for mixed reaggregations of two 
cell types would enlarge or disperse during two days’ 
culture in reaggregates. So in long term aggregates (of a 
few days) of different cell types the presence of cell 
clumps in the initial oell suspensions should not affect 
the final arrangement of cells* X have assumed in this 
argument that the degree of segregation in LB-î̂ -LB (l) is 
due only to clumps in the unsieved initial * suspensions• 
That/
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That this may only be partially true is suggested by the 
fact that the degrees of segregation of cells in
(2) and (3) aggregates are not statistically significantly 
different from that in LB-^LB (l), even though these 
aggregates were prepared from "sieved" cell suspensions# 

lia control aggregates, prepared with oell sieved 
suspensions, the co3.1b show a small but probably 
significantly different arrangement from random# This 
segregation could be due to cell division© occurring during 
the culture period, leading to groups of like cells being ; 
produced; or to the "labelling" in some way affecting the 
behaviour of the c©13.s# Mitotic figures havo boon observed 
in aggregates formed after 42 hours reaggregation of mixed 
heart and limb bud cells, so it seems likely that cell 
division could adequately account for this small departure 
from a random arrangement of cells in LB*LB (2) and 
LB*LB {3)* It would be expected, if this were the case, 
that this segregation effect would b© raor© marked in 
aggregates formed after 42 hours in which more cell 
divisions have taken place than in aggregates reaggrogatod 
for 24 hours# The degree of segregation, although 
numerically higher (and. therefore nearer random) in 
aggregates formed after 24 hours is not significantly 
diffox'ent to that in aggregates farmed after 42 hours*
Even so, it can reasonab3.y be assumed that "lab©3.1ing" of 
a cell suspension does not alter the behaviour of colls 
in aggregates more than slightly if at all#

This ©mall degree of segregation, probably due to 
cell division, will also occur in mixed aggregates of 
diffei^'ent cell types, in addition to any segregation of 
cells according to type # Xt is the latter segregation we 
ar©/
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are interested in* When testing whether the mixed 
aggregates show any significant segregation according to 
cell type, the £>C values of tho control (3)
aggregates are used as the expected va!-ucs for a rav'idom 
arrangement of cells, thus including the correction for 
any pauedo-sogregatIon due to coll division. In this 
way, x-ie can tost whether there is any significant 
segregation due only to the mixing of two dif'ferent ceil 
type s•

Ideally w© shou3.d havo controls like LB*.LB (3) 
for aggregates formed in shorter times. It bad been 
hoped that (2) aggregates (forvned after 24 hours)
woudld show that the degree of segregation obtained in 
coîîtroJ. aggregates was due to coll division. Testing 
values from mixed aggregates formed after 2 hours and 4 
hours against the values of 11''̂ LB (3 ) is probably over- 
estimating in these oases the degree of segregation due 
to o oil d1Vi s ion.
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E0TA DISAGGREGATION

(a) Aggregates formed after 2 hours reaggrogation,
EEC IPHO G AX. EXP ERIM ENTS

(l) ("label3.od" Xinib bud cells mixed with
"unXabolled" heart cells)

Sample
Number

TARGET
Islai

CELLS
L U Z s. a e

X 392 0.70 0.29 0.26 0,51 0.85 0.29 0.71
XX 306 0.65 0.35 0.28 q ,Ho 0,80 0.37 0.62
111 hU6 0.69 0.31 0.26 o.4i 0.70 0.34 0.61
XV 370 0.67 0.33 0.23 0.43 0.86 0.32 0.60

Total
sample^ 1,7# 0.68 0.33 0.26 0,43 0.80 0.33 0.63

mean oC = 0.642A 0.0027

X"Total Sample" means that all the data X'Sbb 
treated as one sample as a check, but Is not 
included in mean pC »
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FIGURE Ila 
«LB H:cello disaggregated with BDTA,reaggregated for 2 hours. 

This shows segregation of cell typos.
Mote also labelled cells,limb bud,appear to be positioned 
externally.

Lig^t field illumination.
Magnification:1440.
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FIGURE Ilb
LB*E:cells disaggregated with EDTA,reaggregated for 2 hours.

This is the same aggregate as in figure Ila under dark field 
illumination to provide a reference for dark field photographs,

Magnificationt X440,
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( 'IT'DTA d 1 B a p:v&e;at i o n  c o n 1 1 nued  )

(a) Âg€;regates f'crnjed after 2 hours reaggrof^atinn.
(li) B''>v-LB ( "labelled" heart cells ''milabelled” 

lltïî'b bud cells)

Q*-ample TAT?GET CBT.bF
nu\nb0r to ta 1 L U X a

I 215 0.35 0.65 0.4.7 0.l4 0.37 0.74 0.36
11 233 0.22 0.78 0.54 0.14 0.92 0.78 0.64

Total
sa^nplo 448 0 * 28 0,72 0.50 0.14 0.72

moan
0.76 

pC. s 
=

0.59 
0 . 6o 
0.00

ooiiîparad with •B

é' = 0.055 b = o.7';i df 4 p — ^  0,5

Hoto 8 df = number of clegroes of freedom and
is the total number of sample s in both
groups « 2 •
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FIGURE III «H LB:cells disaggregated with EDTA,reaggregated for 2 hours.
A central mass of labelled cells,heart,can be seen with tapering 
aggregations of limb bud cells. Aggregates of this type show a marked 
degree of segregation. The autoradiograph is of rather poor quality.

Light field illumination.
Magnification:X480
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(EDTA clisaserofiatioM oontlnuod)

(to) Ag;gregates formed after 4 hours roaggrogation. 
RECIPROCAL EXPERIMENTS 

(i) LB*H

Sample TARGET OBIXS
Number total L to z a i

1 380 0.74 0.26 0.25 0.47 0.66 0.30 0 *64
IX 312 0.69 0.31 0,32 0.43 0.61 0.38 0,70

XIX 458 0.79 0,21 0.23 0.47 0.53 0.28 0.63
IV 4l4 0.78 0.S2 0.21 0.47 0.62 0.26 0.59

Total
sample 1,564 0.76 0,24 0,26 0 .46 0.57 0.32 0 ,66

mean sC. = 0.64 
=  0,0021

(11) H*LB

Samiple
Humber

TARGET CELLS
total L n y 2: q ^ (%C
651 0.07 0.93 0.65 0.02 0.35 0.97 0.63

LB’j’*!! compared with E^LB
t = 0.5465 df 3 p: 0 ,? 0.5 (2 tailed)
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( T?DTA d i t I o n  c o n t i n u e d )

( g ) A g g r e g a t e s  fo ro îo d  a f t e r  42  h o u r s  r o a g g r o g a t l o n  i n  
r e c l p r o c a t i n g  s h a k e r s •

RECID-RO CAT, kXPERIFRNTS  

( i )  LB^H

Aggregate TÂIGYCT Cf'I .ISnumber total L U Z a ê gC
I 196 0.67 0,33 0 # 4 0 0.54 0.67 0.39 0.93
ÏX 392 0,70 0.30 0.35 0.53 0.66 0,35 0.84
XXI 267 0.69 0.33 0 . 4:0 0.55 0 .66 0.38 0.94
IV 226 0.49 o.gi 0.56 0.36 0.66 0.58 0.91

mean oC 0,91
= 0.002

( ii ) H*LB
Aggregate TARGET CEI.! F-number 101 a 1 L U Z s a i i>C

I 214 0,1.1 0,89 0.8.5 0,03, 0,26 0.97 0,86
XI 4o4 0.13 0.87 0.7s 0,06 0.47 0.93 0 ,82
XXI 360 0.13 0.87 0,78 0.08 0.67 0.90 0,85

mean oC =: 0.84
= 0.10006

L'ik"*!? com paTQ d w i t h H'%"I, B
é 0 • ’03B t = 2.280 df 5 p} 0 . i)p)o.Ô5

Hote in (c aggregate IV has different proportions
of colls to aggregates I, xX and XXX but has a
similar
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FIGURE IV 

*LB Hioalla diaaggragated with BDTA,reaggragated for 42 hours in 
rsciprooating shakers.

Rote this depiots an almost random arrangement of labelled and 
unlabelled cell types at this proportion of 3t1»LtU.

Li^t field illumination.
Magnification |X440.
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(EBTA disaggregation continued)

(d) Aggregates formed after 48 hours areaggrogation 
In 0yratory shaker«

RECIPROCAL EXPERXMRNTS
(1)

.ggregato
num'ber

TARGET
total

CELLS
L

' X 150 0,85
XX 854 0.70

XXI 248 0,77
ample XT 452 0.73

U z % a 0
0.55 0.18 0.58.
1.05 0.23 0,66
0*82 0.21 0.70
0,97 0,22 0.59
moan c/̂r an0.63

= 0.0035
(11)

Saniolo TARGET CEl.LS
Number total L u X a a ê pC

X 583 0,16 0.84 0*67 0*10 0.82 0 .86 0.74
XI 293 0.18 0.82 0*58 0.11 0.91 0.82 0.66

moan (?C = 0.70
C!2 0 * 0 0 3 2

Compared with H"'LB 
^  = 0.059 t = 1.345 df h PÎ o.gXp^o.a
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FIGURE 7a
LB Hioella dlaaggregatod with BDTA,reaggregatad for 48 hours in 
gyratory shaker.
The cell types are markedly segregated,and the labelled oell type 
limb bud,is positioned intemallyinote therrt are some limb bud 
oells at the edge of the aggregate. This section probably 
represents an **end**of an aggregate.
There is a heavy background.
Dark field illumination.
KagnificationIX480•
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PIgOEE 7b
LB*Htoells disaggregated with EDTA,reaggregated for 48 hours in 
gyratory shaker.
More median section of an aggregate formed in the same experiment 
as aggregate shown in figure 7a. Bote segregation of oell types 
and thin external layer of the unlabelled oell type#heart.

Dark field illumination.
Magnification sX480.
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FIGURE Via 
*E LB I calls diaaggrsgated with EDTA, reaggragatsd for 48 hours 
in gyratory shaker.
A few cells of the labelled oell type#heart#can be seen at the 
edge of the aggregate. Internally lies a mass of the unlabelled 
cell )ype#limb bud.

Light field illumination.
NagnificationtX480•
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FIGURE VIb
H LBicells disaggregated with EDTA,reaggregated for 48hhours 
in gyratory shaker.

Same aggregate section as in figure Via. Mote external position
ing of heart oells.

Dark field illumination.
NagnifioationiX480f
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KBÏA and TRYPSIN DISAGGREGATION

(a) Aggregates Tor-med after 2 hours reaggrogation. 
RECIPROCAL îîXrERIMSNTF

(1) LB«-H

Sample
minifeor

TARGET
total

CELLSL u X a i gÇ
X 333 ,.' 0.67 0.33 0.28 0.38 0.66 0.38 0.61

IX 3 %  ■■ 0 *66 0,34 0,28 0*42 0,76 0.36 0.64
XXI 330 0.68 0.32 0,29 0.37 0.59 0,40 0,60
XV 323 0,70 0.30 0,24 0 ,44 0*80 0.31 0 ,61.

total
pample 1,331 0,68 0.32 0.28 0, 4o 0.70 0.36 0.61

moan ûC. ^ 0.61
c' = 0 .0004

(11) H*LB
Sample
number

TARGKC
total

CELLS
L u Z a 0 oÇ

X 378 o,i4 0.86 0.65 0,08 0,79 0.87 0.71
11 353 0.15 0.85 0.69 0.05 o,4o 0.93 0.71

XXX 290 0.21 0.79 0.59 0,08 0,51 0,87 0,64
IV 297 0,16 0 .84 0.72 0,07 0.55 0 ,90 0.77
¥ 323 0.15 0,85 0,61 D ,06 0,60 0.90 0,64

VT 376 0.16 0 « 84 0.59 0*05 0 * 46 0.9,1 0,60
Total
sample 2,017 0*16 0 .84 0,64 0.07 0.55

moan
0,90

=

0.68
0.68
0.0039

compared with H*LB
D  a 0.051 t == 1 .958 df 8 pt 0..i>p> 0 ,05.
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(E'DTA and TRYPSIN continued)
(b) Aggregates formed after %  hours roaggregation, 
RECIPROCAL EXPERIMENTS 

(i) LB«H 
Sannsls TARGET CELLS
nuiiifoer total L £ Z S. a 0 d:

X 280 0,81 0 , 1 9 0.19 0.55 0 , 6 7 0.21 0 , 6 5

11 403 0 . 7 6 0.24 0 . 1 9 0 . 6 0 1 , 0 2 0 . 1 9 0 . 7 1

111 529 0.79 0.21 0 . 1 9 0.55 0 . 7 7 0 ,21 0 . 6 5

XV 553 0.77 0 . 2 3 0 . 1 9 0.54 0.85 0.21 0 . 6 5

totalsample 1*765 0.79 0,21 0 . 1 9 0 . 5 6 0 , 7 8

mean
0,20

=
0 ,66 
0,66 
0 , 0 0 0 9

(11) H*LB
Sample
number

TARmvp
total

CELLS
L U Z a i

X 320 0 . 1 6 0,84 0 .73 0 , 0 7 0 . 5 2 0 . 9 0 0.78
XX 316 0 , 1 9 0.81 0 •VJ- 0*11 0 , 6 8 0,85 0.80

XIX 3 6 0 0 . 1 7 0.83 0 . 6 2  0 .08 0 . 6 7 0.87 0 . 6 7

XV 6 7 6 0 . 1 9 0.81 0 . 6 5 0 * 0 7 0 .4 . 9 0.89 0 . 6 9

total
sample 1 , 6 7 2 0.18 0.82 0 . 6 7 0.08 0 * 5 7 0.88 0.73

mean OC' %= 0 . 7 4

sf o.oo4o

oompared with
6  ^ 0 . 0 5 0 t —. '-2 . 0 7 4 df 61 P Î o.iSp^ o.og.
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TRYPSIN oontlimed).

(o) Aggregates formed after ||̂  hours reaggregation*
RECIPROCAL EXPERIMENTS 

(l) LB*H

n u m b e r t o t a l  L E X E a i
I 170 0 .6 5 0 .3 5  0 .S9 0 , 5 0 0 . 9 6 0 , 3 2 0 . 7 4

II 2 6 7  0 , 6 3 0 .3 7  0 .3 9 0 , 5 0 0 . 7 6 0 ,4 0 0 , 8 6
III 7 1  0 . 5 9 0 . 4 l  0 . 3 6 0 . 4 3 0 . 8 2 0 ,4 2 0 . 7 6

IV 10 1  0 . 6 6 0 , 3 4  0 ,3 4 . 0 . 4 7 0 . 7 0 0 .3 8 0 . 7 6

mean = 0 . 7 8
2s = 0 , 0 0 3 1

l A i p l i c a t e e x p e r i m e n t

X 517  0 ,8 9 0 . 1 1  0 * 1 1 0 . 7 5 0 ,  90 0 * 0 6 0 . 6 8

XX 564  0 , 8 8 0 , 1 2  0 , 1 2 0 * 7 0 0 . 7 s 0 * 0 9 0 * 6 8

mean SS 0 , 6 8

= 0 ,000
Comparison of e x p e r i m e n t  w i t h  d u p l i c a t e

Ô  T,r 0 ,0 4 8  t = 2 .399  c l f 4 p : 0.,i>p)o. 0 5 .

LB*H Two experiments
T o t a l mean oC = 0 ,7 5

o*oo46*
(ii) E'X'LB 

Aggregate TARGET CEI.X.-S
numberiii>ii«i «WMKU lit 1 ;i*w#w####»

total L s Z z
I 490 0 , 12 0,88 0*67 0.08

IT 329 0.09 0.91 0,80 0 . 0 6

a
0*91 0,88

0.92
mean o C

2

gC
0 .7 3
0,84
0,79

0 , 0 0 7

LB-'EO compared with H*LB
0,070 t 0.705 df 6 P 0 . 5 .
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FIGURE VII 
*LB Htoallsdlaaggregated with EDTA and TRYPSIB, reaggragated for 

42 hours in reoiprooating shaker.

The oell types are not markedly segregated.

Light field illumination,
Nagnif ica tion t X4dO ,
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TRYPSIN DISAGGRKGATION
(a) Aggregates formed after 2 hours roaggregatlon,
RECIPROCAL EXPERIMENTS 

(±) LB*H

Sample TARGET CEl.LS
number total L u y. fi a £C

X 632 0 . 8 3 0 . 1 7 0.13 0.70 1.11 0 , 1 0 0,70
XX 563 0 . 8 3 0 . 1 5 0.13 0.74 1.02 0.09 0 , 7 5

Total
satBpXo 1,195 0 . 8 4 0,16 0.13 0.72 1.07 0,09 0.72

moan
S
oC = 0,72
2

(ii) H«LB
TARGET' CELLS

0,0014

numbor total L V X a e oC
X 331 0,22 0,7s 0,70 0*09 0,44 0 . 8 8 0 . 7 7

XX 345 0 , 2 0 0 , 8 0 0,67 0,09 0.54 0 . 8 7 0 . 7 3
Total
sample 676 0,21 0,79 0,69 0.09 0,49

moan
0 . 8 8

cs
0 . 7 5
0 . 7 5
0.0006

compared with H*LB
6  = 0 . 0 3 1 1  t = -O.8IO9 df 2  p ^ O . 5 .
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FIGURE nil
LB Hicells disaggregated with TRTPSIH,reaggregated for 2 hours.

▲ small clump of the unlabelled oell type,heart,oan be seen 
even though this oell type is in the smaller proportion.

Light field illumination.
Nagnifioa tioniX480•
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V

FIGURE IX »E LBscelle disaggregated with TRTPSIH#reaggregated for 2 hours.

Note groups of labelled cell type,heart.

Li^t field illumination.
KagnificationiX480.
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TRYPSIN DISAGGREGATION (continued)
(b) Aggregates formed after 4 hours reaggregation#
RBOXFHOCAL BXP5̂ HXL1I5NTS 

( 1} LB-X'H
Sample
uuMiber

TARGET
total

CELLS
L u Z — a 2 é~

X 190 0,92 0.18 0 . 1 3 0 , 7 0 Ilf 0 , 1 0 0 . 7 1

XX 273 0,82 0.18 0 . 1 3 0 . 6 7 M g 0.10 0 . 6 5

XXX 212 0.83 0.17 0 . 1 3 0 . 7 4 \'2X> 0 , 0 9 0.77
XV 220 0.82 0.18 o.i4 0 . 6 9 l'\0 0.10 0 . 7 1

To *oal 
sample 895 0.82 0.18 0 . 1 3 0 , 7 0 /'/6 0.10 0 . 7 1

mean cC = 0 . 7 1

0 . 0 0 2 5

(ii) H*LB

Sample
uumbeu

TARGET
total

CELLS
& 2 Z a a oC

I 378 0.14 0 . 8 6 0 , 7 0 0.08 0.89 0.75
XX 389 0 , 1 6 0.84 0,77 0 . 0 7 0’50 0 . 9 1 0 . 8 2

Totalsample 7 6 7 0 . 1 5 0.85 0.73 0 . 0 7 066
mean

0 . 9 0

ûC =
0.79
0,78

2 0#0029

oomparod with H*LB 
6  = 0.051 t = -1.637 df 4 pJ 0,2>p>0.5,
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TRYPSIN DISAGGREGATION (continued)
(o) Aggregates formed after 42 hours reaggregation 

in reciprocating' shaker.
HEOIPROCAÏ. ÎÎXP33RIMENTS 

( i ) LB'SH

Aggregate TARGET CELLS
number total L U X a e

X l6 l 0,60 0 , 4 0 0 . 3 5 0.49 0.94 0.38 0 , 8 0
XX 456 0.67 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 2 0,34 0 . 8 4 0.32 0 . 8 2

XXX 3S3 0.72 0 . 2 8 0.34 0.52 0,61 0.35 0 . 8 3
XV 359 0.69 0.31 0.33 0.55 0 . 7 5 0.33 0 . 8 5

mean 3= 0,83
= 0'.0003

Mpl 1 ca t e oxperimen t •
X 586 0 . 5 3 0.47 0.47 0.37 0 * 7 0 0.52 0 . 8 2

XX 606 0,50 0.50 0 . 4 8 0 . 3 6 0,75 0.54 0.83
mean ûC 5 0 , 8 2

s" = 0.000
Comparison of experiment and duplicates

6 ^ 0 ,018 t K 0,069 df 4 p y  0 . 8 *
Two experiments total mean = 0 .

■s2 0.0003

Mote that there are different p3?oportions of labelled and 
milabol3.ed cells in the two experiments giving sinii3.ar
oC* s*
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I t ' .  >

FIGURE X #LB H:cells disaggregated with TRIPSIN,reaggregated for 42 hours 
in reciprocating shaker.

Note small degree of segregation.

Lig^t field illumination.
NagnificationIX440•
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TRYPSIN BISAGGRBGATION ((c) continued)

(ii) H'K'tB

Aggregate TARGET CELLS
total L U Z

X 506 0.12 0.88 0.70
Sample |E|E 417 0.16 0,84 0.72

Duplicate experiment,
Sample X 487 0.08 0.92 0.85

mean OV « 0*82
pS' 12 0,0087

Compax’ison of experiment and duplicates
t a 0,967 df 1 P Î 0 ,8)p)o .5 (2 tailed).

Two ©xperimontss total mean gC =0.84ps* = 0.005

Comparison of total data of LB*H with total data of
= 0 ,0 4l t = -0.394 d f  7 p : o,8)p)o.5.
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To test whether the aggregates show significant segrega^dK- 
of cell types#

1
The degree of segregation (^) of aggregates prepat̂ j?L 

by each procedure at each time interval vms compared with 
oC' value of the contre.! LB*LB (3) (aggregated for 42 hours 
and ^'cell sieved") # In each case, all the values obtained 
for (?C in reciprocal and duplicate experiments (when per
formed) wore used. pComparison with LB-^LB (3)> moan ()C ̂  C #92# S "k 0,0009# 
':Cype of aggregates
Bis* Re-
aggregated

with
aggregated

for
total 

mean cCr
total
;s2 é t df R

EDTA 2 hour 0*62 0 ,0026 0 . 0 4 4 10*51 8 p<0*001
EDTA ^4 hour 0 . 6 4 0,0016 0*036 11*80 7 p <0*001
BBTAfreoip ) 42 hour 0*88 0.0024 0 #(>44 1.59 9 psO.2-0*,
EBTA(gyrat ) hour 0.65 0 ,oo4o 0*053 7.§6 8 0.001
lîïivX.W-
TUTPS'm 2 hour- 0*65 0.0034 0,052 8.76 12 p <,0.001

E»TA +
TRYPSIN 4 hour 0*70 0,0036 0*053 6.91 10 p<).001*
n-.yxJ\ 4'
TRYPSIN 42 hour 0 . 7 6 0.0045 0*059 4.65 10 p<p.001^

TRYPSIN 2 hour 0*74 0,0009 0*030 8 . 9 3 6 p<0.00lj
TRYPSIN 4 hour 0.73 0.0034 0*050 5.84 8 p^J.COl"^
TRYPSIN 4g hour 0*83 0.0013 0*037 4 . 24 11 *002—0*001

1 reciprocating shaker used foi’ reaggregation*
2 gyratory (Î rj u If

n» significant segregation*
*» not significant segregation#

All groups of aggregates except those propared by EDTA, 
aggregated for 42 hours in a reciprocating shaker# have (?C 
values which are significantly lower than the qĈ  values of the 
control LB^LB (3) aggregates, and therefore the cells are 
segregated according to type*
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Time Qeurse of continued)

In aggregates formed after 2  hours and 4 hours 
reaggregation the arrangement of oells is the same# and 
In both oases more segregated than the arrangement of cells 
In aggregates formed after 42 hour reaggregation In a 
reciprocating shaker#
1  aggregated in reciprocating shaker sprevfoH^ kiblcl
2 "  ̂gyratory * -J
’Which in fact shows no segregation# The arrangement of 
cells in aggregates formed after 48 hours in the gyratory 
shaker is not significantly different from that in 
aggregates formed after 2 hours and 4 hours reaggregation#
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yirne Oouree of ion(continued)

The arrangement of cells in ag?grregates formed after 
2 honrs and 4 hours rea^gpregratlon is not significantly 
different#, The degree of segregation of cells in 
aggregates formed after 2 hours reaggregation is 
significantly greater than that in aggregates formed 
after 42 hours reaggroget ion $ whereas that of aggregates 
formed after 4 hours reaggregation is not significantly 
lower than that of aggregates formed after 42 hours*re-* 
aggregation^ This suggests that the degree of 
segregation of aggregates formed in 4 hours is intermediate 
between that of aggregates formed in 2 hours and in 42  

hours*
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83»
Time Course of oontlnued)

The cells in aggregates formed after 2  hours and 
4 hours reaggregation show the some degree of segregation# 
Testing the degree of segregation of aggregates formed in 
2  hours and 4 hours with that of aggregates formed in 42 
hours shows a significant difference#

Time Course irrespective of disaggregation procedure# 
Condidàionei
(1) The oelle are highly segregated in aggregates produced 

after a few hours#
(2 ) The cells show a progressively more random arrangement 

with time in culture, when aggregates are formed under 
certain conditions in reciprocating shakers#

(3) A segregation of BDTA disaggregated cells, similar to 
that in early aggregates is shown when aggregates are 
produced in gyratory shakers in 48 hours#
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techniau^e (continued)
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>ga,l£ion of dlBë-4̂ 5?rfj’f;ation tGohnlgiiee ( oo n t i nu e d )

(4) Comparison of aggîregfates reaggregated for 48 hours
in a gyratory shaker (mean ûC ^ 0#65) with aggregates 
reaggragated for 4s hours in a rooiprocating shaker*

Oomparecl.

diaaggregated

BDl'A (faotp)^
S0TA + THlfT’SIN

mean

0 , 8 8  0 , 0 5 6  7*30 
0 , 7 6  0,066 *2 , 9 2

âî. £
11 0̂.001
12 p:o,ô |,)o,oi

Signifia cantly different +

13 1̂ 0,001

+ at 
3 ^ level

mrpsxn 0*83 0*050 -6*71
Aggÿ*egatos prepared In gyratory shakers show a 

aigmifleantly higher degree of segregation than any aggreg^ 
atem reaggregated for a comparable length of time in 
reoiproeating shakers# It should be remembered that the 
medium in which reaggregation was carried out was different 
in gyratory shakers#

1  reaggregated in reciprocating 
shaker*
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Comparison of aggregates produced fi'om cell suspensions
initially disaggregated by various techniques.

cassîKüsjiiâ
I

ear ly aggregate© (formed after ti. hour© and 
4  hours) the degree of segregation can be 
expre e sed. a e t

EBTa N TBYPSIM'+ SBTA^ THYPSIW,

(2) Xn the aggregate© formed after 42 hour© reaggregation 
in reciprocating shakers, the degree of segregation 
can be e%pre©@ed ast

THYFSXN B m A  > TRYPSIN > EOTA\ TTÎTPSIN y

(3 ) In gyratory shaker produced aggregates (cells
disaggregated with EDTA) the degree of segregation 
is significantly higher than in aggregates 
reàggregatod in reciprocating shaker for comparable 
time period©#
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Bi©tribution of cells from observations in segregation 
test I#

The froquenoy distribution of the number of cells 
of one typo around a target cell of a given type can be 
examined where the cells are recognized by being ♦’labelled”
Qx* ”*miiabell0d” ♦

Xf the cells are randomly arranged the frequency 
distribution of colls of one type surrounding targets of 
a given type would bo expected to be binomial# The binomial 
distribution is obtail^ed by expansion c^ the term (p f q)^ 

Inhere n is the maximum possible number of surrounding 
celle, l#Oè 6 

p is the probability that the cells are of one 
typo i#e* the proportion of that cell type 
in the aggregate# 

q is the probability that the cells are of the 
other type i #«# the proportion of this cell 
type in the aggregate and q  r? (l ## p).

E#g# When considering ”labelled” cells round "labelled” 
targets, p is the proportion of "labelled" cells in 
the aggregate and q is the proportion of "unlabelled" 
cells in the aggregate#

IÎ(p q) expanded thus
4' Cjpq̂  •** igp^q^ + 20p\^ + 15p\^ + 6p^q + p^

We can calculate the binomial distribution of the 
expected frequencies of 0, 1, 2, 3, 5» 6 cells of one
type surrounding a target cell of given type when the cells 
are randomly arranged as p and q are given by the proportion 
of/



of target oeils of eeeb type* These parameter© can be 
readily calculated from the counts of "unlaboXled" and 
"labelled” tai'get cells by ©itapl© proportion using the 
correction for pearcentago labelling# We can then test 
the observed frequency of 0 , 1 , 2 , etc* "labelled" celle 
surrounding "labelled" targets and of "unlabelled" cells 
surrounding "unlabelled" targets against the calculated 
binomials by means of teat* If the cell© are
randomly arranged, "labelled" and "unlabelled" cells should 
be distributed not significantly differently from this 
binomial distribution regardless of percentage labelling 
(see later)*

LB^bB (3 ) (disaggregated with EDTA, cell "sieved" 
and reaggregated »"for 4a hours*

Sample III pC  0*93
Corrected for percentage labelling « proportion of targets

of labelled cell 
type « 0 * 2 6

proportion of target© 
of unlabelled cell 
type IS 0 * 7 4

(i) "labelled" o oIXb Burroundiug "labelled" targets*
p « 0 * 2 6

q w* 0 * 7 4

Number of surrounding Observed Expected
     i££g£sffi@£ i s a m m a

o 4 7,03
3. 1 7  14,48
a 14 12,42
3 7 5*68
4 1 1.47
5  0  0 , 2 0  ) 1 , 6 8
6 0 0*0

2 * 2 5  dr̂  4 p; o.7V)o,5*

1
a

1 olaeaee snmmatod to give expectation of not less than
1  (doobran 1954)

df the attrab#** ot degrees of freedom Is the number of
classes ^ 1#
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LB^‘Ï3 (3) Sample 111 (continued)

(ii) "unlabelled” colls surrounding "unlabelled" 
targets,

P t= 0 . 7 4

q tff 0 * 2 6

Number of
"unlabelled" Observed Expected
surrounding frequency frequency

cells
. 0 0 0*05 )
1 0 0.85 )
a k 4»71 )3 15 18*24
4 4o 39*87
5 48 46,47
6 31 22,56

5.61

4.24 df 4 p‘ 0,5)jo)o.3.
Sample 111 the frequency distributionIn bB*LB (3)

Of the number of "labelled" cells surrounding "labelled" 
targets and that of the number of "unlabelled" cells 
surrounding "unlabelled" targets fits a binomial calculated 
from the proportion of target cells of each type in the 
aggregate. This provides additional evidence that labelled 
and unlabelled cells are distributed at random (see later) 
in this sample of aggregates#

From the data of the mean number of surrounding 
"labelled" or "unlabelled" cells of "labelled" or "un-# 
labelled” targets v;e can calculate a binomial distribution 
(p -(■ q)”

6 (as before)
px’o port ion of one type cell around a 
given target, as recognised by being 
labelled or uniabelled  ̂

q = (l ~ p),
W©/

wnere n =
P LT.
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We have from segregation measure©, the proportion (y) 
of tmlaboXled cells round labelled targets and the pro** 
portion (z) of labelled cells round unlabelled targets*
Therefore the proportion of labelled cell a (l « y) 

round labelled target©
and the proportion of unlabolled (l ** as)

cells round unlabelled targets
In VB̂ VB (3) Sample III the labelled and unlabelled 

cell© are randomly arranged. Tho proportion of the 
labelled target cells in the aggregate should approximately 
equal (l «* y) and the proportion of unlabelled target cell© 
approximately equal (l ** z)

Corrected proportion s?t 0*26 (l**y)ssi0.27
of labelled targets

Corrected proportion « 0.74 (X**z) 0*77
of UBlabellod targets

Binomial distributions calculated from the data 
of the mean number of surrounding cells can be fitted to
the obaorvad distribution cf cells#

(3 ) (disaggregated with EDTA, cell "sieved" 
and roaggrogaiied foi* 4s hours)

.SAMPLE' IV oC ^ 0*93
(1 ) Binomial distribution calculated from the corrected 
propositions of cells in aggregates to test whether the 
cell© are arranged randomly#

(i) "Labelled" ceils surrounding "labelled” targets
p =s 0#32 (corrected proportion of "labelled"

targets)
q ^ 0#6S { " " " "unlabelled"

targets)
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(3) Sample IV (continued)

Number of
surround isig Observed Expectodcells frequency frequency

0 11 1 0 ,7 7
1 33 30.05
a 35 34,92
3 20 2 1 .6 4
4 6 7 ,5 5
5 1 1 .4 o  )
6 0 0,11 )

X^~ 1.44 d f  5 p : 0 ,9 5 )p ) 0 ,9 .

1*51

(ii) "IJnlabelled" coll© surrounding "unlabollod" 
targets
p c= 0,68
q - 0*32

Namber of
surrounding Observed Kxpooted
• cells^ frequency frequency

0 Q O ,26 ) „
1 2 3.35 )
2 6 18,03
3 26 51,70
4 74 8 3 . 4 1

5 107 71.78
6 . 43 23.72

5 1 . 4 8  df 5 0 .0 0 1 .

The/



94.
LB'X'LB {3) Sample I¥ (centlimed)

Th© distribution of the number of "labelled" cells 
surrounding "labelled" targets is not significantly 
different from the binomial expected if the cells are 
randomly arranged* The distribution of "unlabelled" 
coils round "unlabelled" targets is however significantly 
different from the binomial expectod if the cells are 
randomly arranged# The frequencies of high numbers of 
"tmlabelled" cells surrounding "unlabelled" targets are 
greater than expected* The frequencies of low numbers 
of "labelled" cells surrounding "labelled" targets are 
greater than expected* These "skews" in the observed 
distributions could be partially explained by the fact that 
a proportion of the "labelled" cell type does not take up 
the labelI although the real situation is more complicated*

(2) Binomial distribution calculated from an estimate 
of p from the data on surrounding cells*
LB*LB (3 ) Sample IV
(1 ) "Labelled" cells surrounding "labelled" targets
p = 0.30
^  = 0.70 (y)

Number of
surrounding Oloservod Expected

cells  freauenov ' frequency
0 11 12*9
1 35 32*7
2 . 35 34*93 20 19,7
h 6 6.2
i I lié )

X ~  0.44 df^ 4 PÎ 0.98M0.95,
1 degrees in freedom in this case %-Jhere p and q are 

calculated from data is the number of classes - 2 *
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LB*LI5 (3) Sample IV (oonfcinuod)

(il) "Unlabelled" colls surrounding "unlabelled" 
targe lis» 

p  n= 0 * 7 6  

q s= 0,24 ( S3 )

Number of
surrounding Observed Expected

cells frequency frequency
0 0 0.26 ) ,
1 2 0.77 )
a 6 6.97
3 26 30,44
4 74 7 3 .5 3
5 107 94.69
6 43 50,83

4,50 df 4 p.* O .5) p ) o , 3 .

Although the dietribution of "milabelXed" cells 
round "unlabelled" targets is significantly different 
from that expected if the cells wore randomly arranged, 
the frequency of the number of surrounding colls is 
distributed binemially*

A binomial distribution of "labelled" cells around 
"labelled" targets was calculated from the data for LB*H 
Sample XV of aggregates formed from cells disaggregated 
with EI3TA in 2 hours and compared with the observed 
di s t r ibutIon *
LB-»H Sample XV O .67

P K3 0 , 75 
Q = 0.25 (y)
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LB^LB (3) Sample XV (oontinuod)

Number of
surrounding Observed- Expected
'' " bolls frequency

0 X 0 . 0 3  ) ,

I 1 0 , 8 9  )
2 10 7 . 7 4  )
3 3 4 3 1 . 9 8

h 67 73.32
3 81 67.58
6 5 a 4 4 .0 3 .

66

2
a ,6? d.f 3 p> o * 5 ) p )o ,3 *

Even when the cell type© are segregated the number 
of "labelled" cells round "labelled” target® is distributed 
binomially* This was found to be the general oaeo* In 
other words, the experimental data on proportions of colls 
surrounding targets show no more variation than expected 
in a binomial distribution *
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pointa on Segrogatlon test I

We can test how bomogooeous the observed proport1 
y and m from aggregates prepared under the same conditio 
A b an illustration aggregates LB̂ '̂LB (l) (disaggx’ogatecî 
with trypsin, not cell "sieved" reaggregated for 42 hours) 
have been examined briefly*

If the proportions of "labelled" and "unlabollod" 
target oolXa in the four aggregates are not statistically 
different the frequency distribution of the number of 
"labelled" cells round "labelled" targets should also not 
bo statistically different*

(a) The proportions of "labelled" and "uBlafoellod" 
targets #

2 % 4 Contingency table

Aggregate X 
" IX
" XXX
{} TV

"labelled"
î>î(
62

114
97
97

"unlabelled”
targets
143
224
214
209

0,86 df 3 p.* 0»9)p)o»8 not significantly
different *

(b) "Labelled" cells surrounding "labelled"
targets «

number of surround in(9; cells
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Aggregate X 4 14 B 19 12 5 0
” XI IB 25 31 25 12 2 1
" XXX 11 24 34 21 6 1 0
» XV 13 26 34 15 7 1
z

30,32
df ^ = 13
p }  o ,03) p ) o . o i
not significantly different at 1% level

treated as on© class 
©o expected frequency 
not less than 1*
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The surrounding cell frequeooios may show signlfioaut 
variation over and above random* This may not be important 
and data has been treated as homogeneous* It has boon 
Isolated out in the results, where applicable, that values 
do not seem to depend on the proportion of the two coll;:, 
typos in aggrbgatea, in the range of proportions obtained.
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TESTS FOR SEGREGATION OF CELLS ACCORDING TO TYPE.

TEST XX Plelou♦s (1962) Lino tranooot method*
Tho gamoral theory (after Riolon I962)*

We can consider two cell types A and B mixed 
together in an aggregate* If wo take lino transects across 
the aggregate recording the type of each coll in succession 
we COB obtain a distribution of rmi lengths for oaoh coll 
type »

Following Pielou (1962) the thoorotical aitnation
i B Î
Lot the probability of enoountaring individuals of A bo a*
" ” " " " " ” B be b*

Tho probability of obtaining an un in t e rrupt ed sequenco of
r*̂  3r individuals of A is a 'b#

The probability of obtaining an uninterrupted sequence of 
s individuals of B is
So for both A and T3 the distribution of run lengths is 
geometric*

Considering the runs of A*s, 
lot mean run length kî

Considering the runs of B*a, 
let mean run length ™

“b
A 1the estimator of b, b -

\̂a

the oatlmator of a, "â s= —i-
m B

Lot 0 bo the proportion of A colls, 
then (1 ^ 0) is the proportion of B cell a* 

If/
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Xf ttiG cells are randomly az'ranged

1 '̂î‘ 1 KÎ 1
“a  “b

A 1and h =: tz proportion of B oel3.s
“a

and 'a » proportion of A cells,
“b

so we can write
1 (l  ̂0 )

and ci
m.

therefore %n a random array w© can clieck
1  -I- 1  «  (J . ~  0 )  ■!- 0  =  1 .

=A
Xf the cells are segregated, the mean run lengths

1 1of A and B will he increased* and — *• will be lowered
‘«A '“B

from that expected from the proportions of D and A in the 
m i x t u r e  «

We can introduce a term /5 p to describe this lowering * 
y3 s 1, when the cells are randomly arranged because in this 
case «-i— ta (l **0) and ^ ^

Xntroduc ing/
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Xntrodiiciîig yS

1
%

80 tli© ©um of 'yf—  and -s?^ expressed in terms of /S 1

«3 X, when cells randomly 
îîï]3 / / arranged)

Pie loti {3,962) is interested iii the value of 
X - ( ^ ^^ '

®A ‘»B
to detect segregation * Xf the cells are randomly
arranged -i-. - 1, and the difference is 0, When

ïî’}̂
the colls are segregated oQ,^ 0 and the difference — 1 *

%f the number of observations of runs of A (n ) is 
/\ * suffi oient ly high h will bava an approximately norma 3.

di strlbution *
The variance of this dlst.ributlon can be given as

iT* ^i  . “'A - J-

likewise _

S 1 * w X
“B mg3

If A and. B are unsegrogated it follows that with
a 9 5 probability

x_ •!- 3. ;= b ■.>• a = 1 i 1 . 96 V S  ^ -!■ s, ®a D

sinoo ■fcbo run lengths are independent of' each other, 
We/
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3. 1Wo can tost whether ^  ■■""" i© significantly less than

unity and, thus, if the coils are segregated,
Wo have the fo3.lowing observations
m sst mean rtm length of labelled cells,Î.»

^ " " « " imlabellod cells,u
From these observations has boon calculated and compared 
X\/ith 1 2 standard deviations, ignoring corrections for
percontago labelling, The problem of assessing the 
degree of segregation in terms of the cell types, rather 
than "l.abel3.ed” and "milabelled" cell© is rather com#* 
plicatod as "unlabelled” runs will foe hetorogoneoLts In 
respect to cel3. type,

Counting methods
Fields were selected for counting, as in the previous 

method, of samples of aggregates; An eye piece square 
greticu3.e was used to obtain a line along which cells 
were scored according to whether they were labol,led or 
un3.abelled at x900 magnification. In early aggregates 
the line cou3,d foe fitted across aggregate sections In one 
field. With larger aggregates the fluid was moved so 
that the end cell was brought to the beginning of the 
lino for the next field* This was repeated until the 
aggregate had been traversed. In Fielou♦s (1962) transect© 
of forest trees the first and last runs in a transect 
sample were not used as these oou,ld be parts of longer 
TOUS, Xn aggregates with a definite edge all runs can 
be used.
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SEGREGATION TESTS 
TEST 1X 3 Results

(l) Control LB^LB (3)* disaggregated with EDTA,oells
"sieved”, reaggregated for 42 
hours

i
1 ^  y  .1 - y  J s ÿ  + s y  1 -1,96 j s y  4- s j

0,28 0.69 0.97 0.03 0.003 1 - 0,114.
The cells are randomly arranged in these controlAaggregates, Xn this case v  the proportion of labollod 

oe3.1s and K  the proportion of uniabelied cells in 
aggregates LB^^LB (3)* This can be checked by reference to 
target cell proportions obtained in TEST I segregation 
moasnros, h being the proportion of "labelled" targets and 
Ü being the proportion of "unlabelled" targets,

1 C 0.28 u = 0.69
Sample I L « 0.31 O « O .69
Sample II L r= 0.28 U « O .72
Sample III L = 0.24 U = 0.76
Sample IV L e 0.30 U = 0.70

(2) Aggregates formed after 2 hours, disaggregated
with EDTA.

.  1 -I- u j r p  j—
Aggregates 1 u 1 -y5  ̂ * 1"*1,96^S^ u

LB fH  0 .4 o  0 ,2 3  0 .6 3  0 .3 7  0 .0 8  1+ 0 .1 3 6
H*LB 0 .3 0  0,37 0 .6 7  0 ,3 3  0,03 1+ 0.105

In those aggregates the cells show positive sogi’egntion 
We/
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W© ea» compare the value of /5 , in effect the

degree of ©egregatlori of "3,abelled" and "milabellod” cells 
'In aggregates with a similar value from TEST X of 
segregation* We cannot compare y3  directly witia aC. , 
as is corrected for percentage labelling and refers 
directly to the two cell types*

We have in TEST 1 
y k3 proportion of milabelled cells round labelled targets* 
^ " " labelled " " unlabo3.1ed "

y
SV,

We could write
I<fv where V ^ proportion of

"imlabeilod" cells
cC - degree of segregation 

of "lanlabellecl" and 
"labelled" ce3,ls*

therefore y ^

B
We can therefore oompai'C values of xS and ad in 

Ignifloanee testa» calculating ^  as above.
il) Control LB#LB (3) 

y6 = 0*97 mean 0C  cs 0*93 
.,2

<ÿ.

S~ » O.GOO7 
t = «3,03 d f  3 p.* 0 . 1̂ p )o ,05 .

no significant difference at S?» 
level,

(S) Aggregates reaggregated for 2 hours, disaggregated 
with EDTA

(1) LB»H ^
mean dC- 

,2
0.63 = 0.70 

S e 0,001
t = 3.23 df 3 p.* 0.03^jC^0.02.

no significant difference at
level.

(11)/
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/ 3  a  0 , 6 7  cCL 0 . 6 5

a 0,0024
t  a  « 0 , 7 3  d f  1 p :  0 . 8 / P 7 0 . 5

no significant difforonce.
The degree of segregation of "un3.abeIlod" and 

"labelled" colls of two cell types is probably not 
statistically different as calculated by TEST I and TEST 
IX* ^

If the value qC' is examined it is found that 
approaches the real value qC^ when the cells aro randomly 
arranged* this is because regardless of percentage 
labelling» the labelled and unlabelled cells will be 
distributed just as •randomly* as the two cell types.
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The distiribittion of run len??ths»

From Piolou (1 9 6X) the nature of the distribution 
of van lengfths can be tested on various models„ '̂The 
runs of colls may fit a geometric distribution even 
when segregated, although the expected sum of the parameters 
of the tVJo series will not equal on©,** Plelou assumes 
**that we are dealing with a Markov chain with fixed 
tranaition probabilities#**

The expected proportion of runs of length x of a1geometric distribution is in each case p q (p <1 = i)/% X ^and the estimator of q, q where ^ is mean runmlength,
The expected distribution of run lengths can then 

be compared with observed distribution by means of a 
teat*
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Control LB-^LB (3 ) (disaggregated xvith EDTA, cells "sieved'*,

r e a g g r e g a to d  f o r  42 h o u r s } *

O TLABKLL E iï'"C E U  

R un

LABEELED CELLS

ââMOÈà
1
2

3
h
5
6

7
8
9 - 
10 
11

Observed
frequency

15
11
a
9
8,
3
3
3
1) 1;K

« 0*28 
^ 0*72

Aq
p

E x p e c te d
f r e q u e n c y

17.47
12.55
9.01
6.47
4.65
3.34
2.40
1.72

2.12

X^'
d f®

p* 0

5 .2
7
0 .5

Hun
le n g t h

1
2
3
4
5

Aq
'p

O b s e rv e d
f r e q u e n c y

39
13
3 
1)
1 )2

0.69 
0,31

= 0.34
df 2
p: o*9)p)o,8

E x p e c te d
frequency

39.14
12.26
3.84

) 1.58 
)

1 c la s s e s  p o o le d  t o  g iv e  a n  o ip p e c to d  v a lu e  n o t  l o s s  th a n  

1 (C o o h ra n  1954 )
2d f “ n u m b e r  o f  d e g re e s  o f  f re e d o m  i s  t h e  n u m b e r o f  

classes t* 2.
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(Aggregates formed after 2 hours, disaggregated 
With EDTA)

miABELLBD CEÏ.XS LABELLED CELLS
Ru b Observed Expected Run Observed Expected•I eegtji frequency frequency length frequency frequency

1 20 17.60 1 9 14.72
2 10 10,56 2 14 11,33
3 6 6.34 3 10 8,72
4 4 3.80 4 10 6,71
5 o 2.81 5 6 5.17
6 0 1,37 6 3 3.98
7 1 )  7 5 3.078 1 ) 8 2 2.36
9 1 ),. 1.53 9 0 1.8210 0 ) 10 1 i,4o

11 o i 11 2 1.08

A
12 1 ) 12 0 ) 3,63

13 o ' ”

p.* 0 .a>p\0.1

q ffl 0,4 14 1
0 = 0.6 ^

q = 0.23
X ®  *= 8.59 $ » 0,77
df 5 X" = 9.74

df = 10 p; 0.5)p)0.3
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W-LB (Aggregates formed after 2 hours. disaggregated
with EDTA)

OTLABEIXED CELLs LABELLED CELLS
Hmi Observed Expected Run Observed Expectedlexir̂ tb froauencv frequeney len̂ ofth frequencv frequency

1 13 12 .21 1 10 1 0 ,8 7
2 9 7 .6 3 2 9 7 .5 9
3 5 4 .8 5 3 4 5 .3 0
4 1 3 .0 5 4 3 3 .7 0
5 1 1.92 5 3 2 .5 8
6 0 1 . 21 6 4 1 ,8 0

7 0) 7 1 1.26
8 2) 8 0)9 2)4 2,13 9 0)2 2 .9 110 0) 10 l )11 0 ) 11 1)

|o»37 "q - 0,30
'p =3 % , 6 3 0.70

4 .9 8 -v2 4*22
df cs 5 df c: 6

p: 0 . 5)p > o , 3 p: o ,7 )p )o .5

I n  all three kinds of aggregates examined, the
distribution of x̂ un lengths fits a geometric distribution 
oven where the cells are segregated* Therefore the occur- 
encos of "labelled" and "unlabelled" cells along a line 
form a Markov chain* The t̂ rpo of. cell in a given position 
is influenced by the nature of the adjoining cell. However 
wo should expect that cells XJhich do not fall on the transect 
might influence the type of cell in a given position and also 
the position of the cell relative to the inside and outside 
of the aggxregate {see Positioning).
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0* MEAStTKES OF POSITIONING*

Segregation of cells according to typo may lead 
to positioning* "Positioning" has been defined relative 
to tbo inside and outside of an aggregate and has been 
considered to be oharaoterlstic for a given combination of 
tissue typos, e#g* limb bud precartilage segregates 
internally when mixed with heart (steinborg 1963a)*

Aggregates formed from cells disaggregated with 
EDTA after 2 hours and 48 hours (in gyrator'y shakers) have 
similar degrees of segregation * From individual aggregates 
(see figuresIt^SL) it appears that in the aggregates formed 
after 2 hours, heart segregates internally, whereas in 
aggregates formed aftexr 48 hours, it is limb bud cells 
iMb$ch are apparently internal (see f i g u r e * To test 
the generality of these impressions and present data from 
a large number of aggregates it was decided to apply some 
quasi-4-qiuintitative measures of "positioning" and record 
these in a pictorial fashion*

Consider a typically "sorted out" aggregate (Steinberg 
case 2)*

Adler/
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Adler (l97^) has compared th© relative proportions 
of* the two cell types with the area of the section. Xn my 
material this method would bo difficult to apply for two 
reawons. Xt Is not always possible to trace a single 
aggregate in this way* With small aggregates (formed 
after 2 hours) of llOM- in diameter out into 5
sections and counting every third section the amount of 
data is limited.
X* Aggregates formed after 2 days reaggregation.
Methods

An eye-plece graticule grid of squares, of side 
26*7yVC at x400 magnification, was fitted to the widest part 
of the aggregate which would give a complete number of 
squares. Under dark field Illumination the number of 
"labelled" cells per square was counted across the 
aggregate* The data was kept separate for various 
"square x^idths" of aggregate* The small "xvidths" x^ill 
represent either small aggregates or the "ends" of "sorted 
out" aggregates. Since, in the gyratory shaker, the 
aggregates produced are of relatively unlfox^m size, it is 
most likely that the "small widths" are in fact "ends" of 
aggregates* Xn this case, it would bo expected that the 
smaller aggregate x̂ Jidths show a more uniform distribution 
of cells than larger aggregate x^idths*

Histograms of the mean number of labelled cells 
per square have been draxm for aggregates x'oaggrogatod 
for 2 days in gyratory shakers of "labelled" limb bud 
and "unlabelled" heart cells, and the reciprocally labelled 
aggregates* The histograms shoxv̂  a reciprocal distribution 
of "labelled" cells (see Histograms 1 and Z) and that 
heart/



HÏSTOG-IUM 1
LB R:-;o 13.3 disaggregated with EDTA ̂ reaggregated for 2 days in gyratory 

ahaker,
Moavj I'.nmber of labelled cells/square across aggregate sections of varioui 

di:’-:oters(5“-11 samplos/aggregate size class)

n
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HISTOGRAM 2-K-H LB;cells disaggregated with EDTApreaggregated for 2 days in gyratory 
shakers

Mean number of labelled cells/square across aggregate sections of various 
d i a m e t e r s 9 samples/aggregate size class)

a

4 
3 
2
)

5

^ 3cu
V) ^ 
1  ,

3.

f z

i'

I Z. 3

I Z  3 4-
*U.

I Z 3 4- 6

4 
3
z

I z 3 3 6
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heart Is positioned externally. No corrections were
iîiado for percentage 3.abelling, as this ebonid not affect
the rosnlts grossly*

As a control, histograms of the mean number of
labelled cells per square across Control aggregates,
LB̂ ï-LB (3 ) (of f^labelled*» and »»unlabelled« limb bud cells)
have been made (see Blstogram 3)*

Histograms of the total number of cells per square
wore then analysed by means of a JC ̂  test to show whether
the distribution of **labelled" cells across aggregates formed
in 2 claim'sj was statistically significant* The total
number of "labelled" colls from all squares was divided
by the number of squares to give the average number of
colls per square* If the cells are distributed random.ljy
across the aggregate, the average number of cells per
square will not be significantly different from the actual
scores for each square# The total number of "labelled"
cells per each square were therefore tested against the
expected number per square (i*c* the average number per
square) on the hypothesis that the "labelled" colls are
distributed randomly*
Result B
Control LB*“LB (3) (EDTA disaggregated, "cell sieved",reaggregated for 2 days)
Aggregate

significant 
difference *fro x^idths) df

1,38 3
5 1,12 4
6 8.88 5
7 4.36 6
8 4,20 7
9 4,61 8

10 10,60 911 17.90 10
1 2 3.60 11

p: O*8^0*7 
p:0.9)p)0*8 
Pi 0.g^)0.1
p:0*7>f)0*5 
p/0.S>^)0,7 
p; o*%o*7 p; O.mo.3 
p; 0.4>^.05
P’ 0*9gV)0*98

at 3/̂  level

df , the number of degrees of freedom =: number of squares
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HISTOGRAM 3

CONTROL LB LB;disaggregated with EDTa» cells sieved and reaggregated for 
42 hours in reciprocating shaker.

Moan number of labelled cells/square across aggregate sections of various 
diameters (5-15 samples/aggregate size class)

L T " ^

4
3

cf* z
;  ''C
b S
CL 4
rS 3
8 2

si
i4

3
Z
I

( 2  3 4-

I Z 3 4 S 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 ^ 8 ^ / 0

I 2 3 4* 5 6 4 8 "Î 10 (I iZ

6 6 T” 0  ̂ (0 »( 12 (3 14

1 2  3 4 6 6 4 6 
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Xîi all aggregate slîses the distribution of 
"labelled" cells across the aggregates xvas not 
significantly different from that expected from a random 
arrangement across aggregates#

LB'dî (î^BTA disaggregated, reaggregated for 2 days 
in gyratory shaker).

Aggregate
e w id th s ) X ® df L
3 1 3 .4 0 2 0 .0 0 1

h 2 ,44 3 p : o .5>p>o.3
5 8 .8 3 4 p î o :a )f> o ,0 5
6 1 3 .3 2 5 p : 0 .0 .^ 0 ,0 0 1

7 12 .55 6 p ; o . i) p ) o ,o 5
8 3 8 .7 9 7 p<^0 .001

9 31.02 8 p .^  0 .0 0 1
10 1 9 .8 2 9 p; 0 . 0 ^ , 0 1

Significant 
différente *î*

- at 5^ level
4'

- at 5fo level
4'
4-

•f at 5^ level

The distribution of "labelled" cells in the larger 
aggregate section {6 ***10 squares x\îide) is probably 
significantly different from a random distribution. In 
smaller aggregates (except 3 squares x-Jido) the "labelled" 
colls are distributed more randomly* The mean number 
of "labelled" colls per square is lower in small aggregate 
sections than in large sections (see Histogram (l))«
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H'îï-LB (EDTA disaggregated, roaggregated for 2 days 
in gyratory shakers)

Aggregate
al^e (i:a ^  ̂  Significant
G qua re widths) JC df o difference 4*

3 3 .1 6  2 p :o.3)j,)o ,2
5 87.3 4 p^o.ooi +
6 104.8 5 p^o.ooi +
7 3 8 ,8  6 p 4 ,0 .0 0 1  +
8 90,5 7 p 40,001 +
9 130.9 8 p 4 o,OOi .(.

1 0  3 2 . 4  9  p4 o , 0 0 1  +

In all sises of aggregate sections (except the 
smallest sis:©) the "labelled" cells are distributed
across the aggregate in a manner significantly different 
fî’om random*

From these results, it is clear that in those 
aggregates reaggregated for 2 days in gyratory shakers, 
heart cells are positioned externally*

This method for determining the positioning of cell 
types in aggregates formed after 2 days could bo commented 
on farther* The number of "labelled" cells only, per 
squa3?0 has been counted* The aggregates wore examined 
at k400 magnification under dark field illumination so 
that "labelled" cells only could bo scored# Xt is 
therefore assumed that the total number of cells per square 
is fairly constant at x400 magnification. This assumption 
x̂ as tested by measuring the total number of "labelled" 
cells per square in aggregates of "labelled" limb bud 
cells/
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cells only, ignoring the percentage labelling effect,
The mean number of "labelled" limb bud cells per square 
x̂ as found to be 10*01 (s^ 3*^7) • The percentage of
"labelled" cells in LB^LB (3 ) aggregates had been 
determined by counts of target colls in segregation test 1 
as approximately 30^# The mean number of cells per 
square in (3) aggregates is 2*91* This suggests
that the distribution of "labelled" cells across aggregates 
can give a fairly true indication of the positioning of 
cell types. This suggestion is also boime out by the 
reciprocal relation of the histograms of LB^H and H*LB.
XX Aggregates formed after 2 hours reaggregation*

These aggregates are too small to be examined at 
x400 magnifioation in the satno xvay as aggregates formed 
after 2 days* The number of complete squares fitting 
across the x^idest part of the aggregates is small* The 
diatributloii of cells across aggregates formed after 2 hours 
was measured at x900 (oil immersion) magnificationj the 
side of a square being 11.4/K * The mean number of cells 
possible per square was 5.78 (s'* 2.33) counting both
"labelled" and "unlabelled" cells under light field 
illumination «

As the possible number of cells per square is 
small and cells vjero counted under light field at this 
magnification, the total number of cells per sqtxaro was 
scored according to the number "labelled" and "unlabelled"* 
The cell types were recognized by being "labelled" or 
"unlabelled" xvith no corrections fox’ percentage labelling*

Histograms/
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Histograms x̂ er*o constructed of the porcentage of 
"labelled" cells per square in x̂ fidths aeross reciprocally 
"labelled" aggregates formed from cells disaggregated 
Xiîitb EDTA and reaggregated for 2 hours, (see Histograms 4 
and 3). The distribution of cell typos across these 
aggregates analysed by a JC ̂  test* Contingency
tables wore drawn up for the total number of "labelled" 
and "unlabelled" cells per each square, thus giving tables 
with two rows of data* The variation of the proportion 
of "labelled" and "unlabelled" in squares of a transect 
cam be tested against a null hypothesis that all squares 
have equal proportions of "labelled" and "uniabe11ed" 
cells# 1 *0* that the colls of both types are distributed 
randomly across the aggregate* The formula of Brandt 
and Snodecor was used (Bailey 1964). That no expected 
number x̂ as‘ lose than 1, was checked where necessary 
( Cochran 1954’)*
Results

ismi
Aggregate size ^ 2  Significant
tn squares x90Q df • difference f_

-Î*10 32,92 9 p 4^.001
8 3 7 *9 9 7 p <0.001 +
6 14,78 5 p! 0 ,0^ 0.01 + at 55̂  level.
5 13.60 4 p5 0,03)(>)0.001 +

The distribution of coll types across these aggregates is 
significantly different from random in probably all the 
aggregate sizes examined#

m h B /



lliyTUUKAM 4*y*LB H;cells disaggregated with EDTA,reaggregated for 2 hours*,

Mean pei’contage labelled cells/square across aggregate sections of 
various diameters(6-15 samples/aggregate size class)
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ÎÎISTOGRAÎÎ 5
K LB;cells disaggregated with EDTA p reaggregated for 2 hourso
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Aggregate slzo 
in squares x900

5
h
3

df R
17.52 7 pî0.0^|,)0,01
10,77 5 p:o,i>p)o.o5
3.15 k p;0,7)p>0.5
3.29 3 p!0.5>p>o,3
7.83 2 pf 0.02)p)o.03.

Significant
différence
•f at 5% level 
*- at 5^ level

-{* at level*
The diatributiom of cells across these aggregates is not 
eigiiifleantly different from random except in the lax-gest 
and smallest aggregate sizes examined*

and
What conclusions can bo drawn from the histograms 

tests on the distribution of cells across
aggregates formed after 2 hours?

There is evidence fx’om the segregation tests that 
the cells ai’O grouped accox’ding to type* Here the 
positioning of the segregated cells has been examined in 
relation to the outside and inside of the aggi’Ogate in 
these reciprocally labelled aggregates formed by EDTA 
disaggregated cells after 2 houx’s i’eaggrogation* In LB^H 
aggregates there is evidence that the two cell types, as 
recognized by being "labelled" ox’ "unlabelled", are not 
evenly distributed across the aggregates but a similar 
general conclusion cannot be drawn from measures in îb'LB 
aggregates# In the oases where the distribution of cell 
types is not random ao*ross the aggregates, it is difficult 
to assign a position to each cell type relative to the 
inside and. outside of the eggx'egate (see Histograms 4 and 
3)* Tentatively limb bud cells may occur more frequently 
totiards the poripherjr of the aggi’ogates (see Histogram 4 
and in Histogram 5 the aggregates of 8 squares width in 
which the distribution of cells is statistically different 
from/



from random). This tentative ovldenoo is vory interesting as
it suggests that the positioning of cell types in early 

it suggests that the positioning of cell types in early .
V>’ W  H lc A ^  U l S t J  t  W  V  W  JL a o  V  JL U  l i  t l  t< i  W  U A l U l  J .1 1  f c i g g X ' U g B t e S

produced after 2 days in gyratory shakers *
A problem of analysing positioning of cells in irreg*-* 

ular aggregates has been mentioned by Adler (l970); in that 
the geometric centre of the aggregate cannot be determined.
Xf the aggregates are spherical and similar in size, random 
sectioning px’ovides representative sampling of "levels" 
within the aggregate that can be summated from many aggregates 
Xn other words, results from transects of aggregate sections 
of the same width can be added up (as described). Sections 
of irregular aggregates cut at random will give representative 
sampling of these aggregates for segx'ogation tests if the 
grouping of cells in the aggregates is consistent and many 
aggregates are sampled. The limitations of those effectively 
non**random sections will be operative if transects aero so 
sections of equal square width are summated.

A Jgfiat
I
^  r I

5  sirwilavr h? 
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Xt transects of aggregate sections of size x are 
summated any pattern will not bo distinguished*

The problem of the scale of pattern seems to be one 
XiJhloh Is concerned In the positioning of cells in these 
small aggregates# Segregation, as analysed in TEST I, 
refers to gx’oups of seven cells including the target cell * 
No definite patterning dotermined of these groups at
the higher level relative to the whole aggregate by the 
method used but this taay be due to the limitations imposed 
by the irregularity of these early aggregates. That those 
limitations may be operative is suggested by the evidence 
that cells are not distributed randomly according to 
type aero as the aggregates# However, the patterning may 
not simply relate to the outside and inside of aggregates 
c.md an analysis of the scale of pattern (Yarx’anton 1970) 
might prove informative if small aggregates can be traced 
through several sections, Adler (1970) has managed to 
examine single early aggregates by employing embedding 
and sectioning techniques of elootron microscopy.
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DISCUSSION
lîi the investigations presented hero the arrangement 

of 5 day embryonic chick heart and limb bud cells in 
aggregates formed after a fexj hours (2 and 4 hours) 
reaggregation and approximately 2 days reaggregation 
have boon analysed quantitatively* The main findings 
of this work are ;

(1) In aggregates formed after a few hours reaggrogation 
the coll types are marked3.y segregated* Xt should bo 
clear from the description of the segregation tests that 
those take into account differences in the proportions
of the tXiJo cell typos in the aggregates and the results 
are therefore independent of proportions* In segregation 
test 1 the degree of segregation { cĈ  ) relates directly 
to the two cell types, heart and limb bud, and corrects 
for the fact that "labelled" coll suspensions contain a 
sma3,l proportion of cells that have not taken up the 
3-abel* There is tentative evidence that the positioning
of heart cells in the groupoof aggregates analysed 
(disaggregated with EDTA and reaggregated for 2 hours) 
is internal*
(2 ) In aggregates formed aftei’ 42 hours reaggregation in 

570ciproeating shakers the cell types are more randomly 
arranged than in aggregates formed in a few hours*
(3) The degree of segregation of coll types in aggregates 

formed by cells disaggregated xvith BDTA after 48 hours 
reaggregation in gyratory shakers is marked and not 
significantly different from that in aggregates formed by 
cells similarly disaggregated in a fexv hours* Evidence
is preaented that limb bud colls xfore positioned internally*
(4) The disagg37ogation procedures affect the degree of 

segregation of o©13. types in aggregates formed after 2,
4/
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4 a n d  4 % h o u r s  r e a g g r e g a t i o n .

T h e  f i n d i n g  t h a t  i n  a g g r e g a t e s  f o r m e d  a f t e r  a fe w  

h o u r s  r e a g g r e g a t i o n  ( t h i s  was c a r r i e d  o u t  i n  c o u e t t e  

v i s c o m e t e r s )  t h e  c o l l  t y p e s  a r e  m a r k e d l y  s e g r e g a t e d  

c o n t r a d i c t s  t h e  g e n e r a l  v ie w  t h a t  txvo c e l l  t y p e s  i n i t i a l l y  

f o r m  a g g r e g a t e s  i n  w fh ich  t h e  c e l l  t y p e s  a r e  r a n d o m ly  

a r r a n g e d  (M o s c o n a  1 963 # B u r d i c k  a n d  S t e i n b e r g  1 969 , R o th  

1 9 6 8 )#  T h e  e v id e n c e  f o r  t h e  e x i s t o n c e  o f  t h i s  f i r s t  

p h a s e  o f  r a n d o m ly  a r r a n g e d  c e l l s  i n  a g g r e g a t e s  f o r m e d  i n  

r o t a t i o n  m e d ia t e d  a g g r e g a t i o n  s y s te m s  h a s  b e e n  d i s c u s s e d  

i n  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n *  A d l e r  ( l 9 7 0 ) i s  t h e  o n l y  w o r k e r  

who h a s  p r o d u c e d  q u a n t i t a t i v e  e v id e n c e  o n  a n  a s p e c t  o f  

" s o r t i n g  o u t "  t h a t  c e l l s  i n  a g g r e g a t e s  f o r m e d  a f t e r  ijr 
h o u r s  a r e  n o t  p o s i t i o n e d  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  i n s i d e  a n d  o u t s i d e  

o f  t h e  a g g r e g a t e .  X h a v e  a n a l y s e d  " s o r t i n g  o u t "  x v i t h  

r e g a r d  t o  tw o  a s p e c t s ,  t h e  g r o u p i n g  o f  c e l l s  a c c o x x i in g  

t o  t y p o  ( s e g r e g a t i o n )  a n d  t h e  p o s i t i o n i n g  o f  c e l l  t y p e s  

r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  i n s i d e  a n d  o u t s i d e  o f  t h e  a g g r e g a t e  i n  a 

fe w  c a s e s .  T h e o r e t i c a l l y ,  w i t h o u t  m a k in g  a n y  a s s u m p t io n s  

a b o u t  how " s o r t i n g  o u t "  t a k e s  p l a c e  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  g i v e n  

s e g r e g a t i o n  o f  c e l l  t y p e s  p o s i t i o n i n g  o f  t h e  t y p o s  i n  a 

d e f i n e d  m a n n e r  d o e s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  f o l l o w .  H o w e v e r ,  i f  

c e l l  t y p o s  a r e  p o s i t i o n e d  i n  a d e f i n i t e  m a n n e r  r e l a t i v e  

t o  t h e  i n s i d e  a n d  o u t s i d e  o f  t h e  a g g r e g a t e  t h e  c e l l  t y p o s  

x ^ i l 3. a l s o  t e n d  t o  b e  s e g r e g a t e d .  T h o s e  p o i n t s  X i i i l3- b e  

d i s c u s s e d  f u r t h e r  l a t e r *

How c a n  t h e  m a rk e d  d e g r e e  o f  s e g r e g a t i o n  o f  c o l l  

t y p e s  i n  a g g r e g a t e s  f o r m e d  a f t e r  a f e w  h o u r s  b o  i n t e r p r e t e d ?

T h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  t h i s  s e g r e g a t i o n  i s  duo  t o  

c lu m p s  i n  t h e  o r i g i n a l  c e l l  s u s p e n s io n s  h a s  b e e n  e l i m i n a t e d  

b y  t h e  u s e  o f  c e l l  s i e v e s .  A l s o  t h e  t e n t a t i v e  e v id e n c e  

t h a t /
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that heart is positioned internally in aggregates formed 
after 2 hours suggests that the segregation is not due 
to the presence of oell olum%)s in initial cell suspensions* 

Mosooiia (1962, 1965) has suggested that "sorting 
out** can b© explained on the theory that there are specific 
mechanisms by which cells of different types (or species) 
adhere (specific Adhesion Theory). Xt has already been 
pointed out in the introduction that this theory alone 
cannot account for the defined positioning of cell types 
in aggregates (see Steinberg 1970 for a recent catalogue). 
Mosoona (1965) estimated that there is a temporal lag 
before cells exhibit specific adhesion of about 24 hours. 
Hotb (196s) in another model system has suggested that 
th© time lag before onset of specific adhesion Is 4 hours, 
although the existence of specific adhesion in this 
system has boon challenged by Curtis (l97C),

From the results, cells, although adhering to both 
like and unlike cells, are grouping according to type and 
this is occurring 2 hours after disaggregation* This 
suggests a shorter time lag of completely non-specific 
adhesion than previously has boon postulated on this 
hypothesis. Xn addition as there is tentative evidonco 
that the cell types are "positioned" in those aggregates 
the result could be interpreted on the differential 
adhesion or timing hypotheses, which explain positioning 
of cells in aggregates*

Steinberg*s differential adhesion hypothesis (1964), 
(1970) predicts that as soon as there is a choice of 
adhésions the cells will "sort out" although h© has not 
mad© this point. Xt would seem therefore that the 
finding of segregation of cells according to type in 
aggregates/
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aggregates formed after short time periods would fit 
this hypothesis* The intornaXly segregating cell type 
is the most adhesive (Steinberg 1964) and from the 
results can bo tentatively identified as heart cells 
after 2 hours disaggregation on this model#

The timing hypothesis of Curtis (196I , I962) provides 
an alternative interpretation of the résulta# Heart 
colls, tentatively found to bo internally positioned, 
aggregate first, being more adhesive initially# Later 
limb bud cells become adhesive and reaggrogate on to the 
preformed clusters of heart cells# This would lead to 
segregation of the colls and "positioning"# Reasons 
for the tentative natttro of the evidence for "positioning" 
of cells in aggregates formed after 2 hours have already 
been discussed# However, there is an additional com- 
p.lication which is inherent in the Interpretation of all 
the experiments reported he37e * X have indicated in the 
introduction that a distinction can be drawn between 
"sorting out" according to cell type and according to 
tissue type# He a art and limb bud are composed of several 
coll types, each of which may vary in adhesiveness, 
either quantitatively or differenttally with time. This 
could load to a oomplicatod build-up of aggregates on the 
timing hypothesis for example#

Xn the results presented here there is some evidence 
that heart and limb bud cells in aggregates formed after 
2 hours reaggregation are "positioned"# Adler (l970) 
found no quantitative evidence for positioning of cell 
typos from neural tube in aggregates formed after 1-̂  
houx's reaggregation# The quantitative methods used here 
and by Adler have already been compared# The discrepancy 
in the resu3.ts may be explained by the different oell 

i/
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typos used boro and in Adler’s experiments.
Comparing aggregates formed after 2 hours with those 

produced in 4 hours shows in some cases that the degree 
of segregation of the oells Is loss marked in the latter 
case. This argues that the segregation may not be duo 
to "sorting out" during reaggregation on the differential 
adh esion hypo thesis.

The timing hypothesis is attx^active because it is 
poGsiblo tû intorpx’ot the marked degree of segregation 
of oells in aggregates formed after a few hours without 
postulating that the cells aire motile. However, segreg
ation in early aggregates on Steinberg’s hypothesis could 
be brought about by little gross movement but rather 
small diaplacements of cells and small clusters which 
ha VO boon observed in pelleted aggregates (Tsrinkaus and 
Lentz 1964),

To trace the time oourse of segregation during 
reaggregation from the results reported here is hampered 
for lack of data on how cells are arranged in aggregates 
formed duaring intermediate times of reaggrogation between 
4 hours and 42 hours. The aggregates produced after 42 
hours ai’e the result of complicated interactions between 
small aggregates. During this time in culture the 
aggregates become rounded (see also Steinberg 1970) and 
the ce3*ls mo re closely packed. Often the cells are 
spread along the edges of the aggregates. The inter
pretation of results is further complicated in that the 
aggregates have been x>repared from cells reaggregated in 
three different rotation mediated aggregation systems, 
Thex'o are two alternative ways of looking at the rosu3.ts. 
It can be assumed that the patterning of cells found in 
aggregates formed in couette viscometers also occurs 
In/
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iiî aggregates formed in reoiprooating shakers and 
gyratory shakers after 2 and 4 hours. Xn other words, 
that the time course of patterning of cells is retires on tod 
by tho patterning observed in the aggregates analysed, 
irrespective of the way An which the cells were re- 
aggregated, Alternatively, the way in which aggregates 
are built up in the three reaggrogation systems is 
different. There is evidence that this may bo so in 
the case of reciprocating shakers and gyratory shakers, 
where the arrangement of cells in aggregatesfformed after 
approximately 2 days reaggrogation is markedly different#

On Steinberg’s hypothesis if the cells are segregated 
and positioned according to cell type in aggregates formed 
after 2 and 4 hours in reciprocating shakers, fusion and/or 
lack of motility of cells in aggregates might account for 
the ncn-segregation or smal3. degree of segregation of 
CO3,1 types in aggregates formed after 42 hours r©aggrega
tion. Fusion of aggregates obviously complicates the 
situation,

Howovor, in aggregates formed by gyratory shaker 
technique the cells are markedly segregated according to 
type and take up defined positions relative to th© inside 
and outside of the aggregates. It should be noted how
ever that there are mistakes in positioning* Xn this 
technique the rate of gyration is increased after 17 hours 
to prevent further fusion of aggregates (Steinberg 1962). 
For the remainder of the culture period the aggregates 
may therefore be cultured separately* Thus it would be 
possible for the cells to "sort out". This suggestion 
implies that in recipx’oeating shaker, "sorting out" by 
the differential adhesion theory cannot "keep pace" with 
the/
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witls tho fusion of aggregates* The possible effects 
of the medium in which the cells wor*e reaggregated in 
gyrating shaker flasks and contained embryo extract, will 
bo discussed later,

Xn aggregates formed aftei' 48 hours reaggregation 
in gyratory shakers the heart colls are positlonod 
externally* This result agrees with the positioning 
reported by Steinberg (1962, 1970) for mixtures of limb 
bud procartilage and heart cells in aggregates formed in 
gyratory shakers and in hanging drop cultures. It might 
be added that as far as X know all reported cases of 
"sorting out" of disaggregated colla have been obtained 
when the cells were reaggregated in gyratory shakers.
On the differential adhesion hypothesis (Steinberg 1964) 
limb bud colls are the most adhesive 48 hours after JCDTA 
disaggregation, 2 hours after disaggregation it has 
boon tentatively concluded that heart cells were most 
adhesive, This general finding lends support to the 
timing hypothesis and is later discussed further*. Heart 
cells, if originally internal must migrate extensively 
to take up an external position later, Xt could be 
argued that tho arrangement of cells in aggregates formed 
in recipr’ocating shakers after 42 hoitrs show an inter
mediate stage, when both cell types are of equal 
adhesiveness and the situation is complicated by prolonged 
fusion of aggregateB*

Xt is probably more likely however, that the way 
in which aggregates are formed is not the same in the 
throe systoma used, Xn couette viscometers a laminar 
shear flo%] is established (Curtis 1970b) and the shear 
rate and othex’ parameters can bo calculated (Curtis 1969) * 
The/
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Tho shear rate is even over the whole container and thus 
the results obtained in this apparatus reflect the 
adhesiveness of the cells. On reciprocating shakers 
the shear rate varies throughout the flask. Both and 
Weston (1967) found that the number of single cells 
collected by preformed aggregates varied directly with 
tho sise of the aggregate. Thus it woiald appear that 
aggregates in this system can fuse with single cells or 
small aggregates* Xt may bo of some significance that 
aggregates formed after 42 hours in reciprocating shakers 
show more variable proportions of the cell types than 
aggregates formed after 48 hours in gyrating shakers, 
and are also more variable in sisse,

Jn gyratory produced aggregation however, a 
velocity gradient is set up across the flask, Curtis 
(1970b) has suggested that when cells form aggregates 
in this system, the aggregates tend to move toward the 
contre of the flask xvhero the flow rate is decreased.
Both and Weston (1967) also suggest that zoning could 
occur but that aggregates of large mass move towards the 
outside of the flask. From the results X have concluded 
tentatively that heart colls bocome adhesive first and 
aggregate to form small clumps. In gyratory shakors 
these clumps will tend to be distributed in a different 
sone in the flasks from single cells. The limb bud cells 
become adhesive later and would tend to reaggregate on 
themsolves, Eventually the two populations of aggregates 
will be in the same sono of the flask. If by this time 
the relative adhesiveness of the heart and limb bud has 
reversed it would be predicted on the Steinberg hypothesis 
that heart aggregates would spread by associative 
movement/
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movement (Aberorombie I967) over limb bud aggregates.
That aggregates can fuse in this way has been ireported 
by Steinberg (l970)* After I7 hours the rate of gyration 
was increased and further fusion of aggregates prevented* 
It may be possible however that an increase in gyration 
itself may initially cause aggregate fusion if the 
aggregates are forced into contact at the centre of the 
f la sk •

The other difforonoo betwoon the experiments 
carsried out In the gyratory shaker and those in recip
rocating shaker is tho presence of embryo extract in the 
medium in the former. All media contain serum, which 
Curtis (1967 for review) has suggested may affect the 
adhesiveness of cell types differentially (Curtis 1965) 
and could provide a basis for his timing hypothesis,
Curtis has also suggested that embryo extract may 
similarly affect cells, It is conceivable that in the 
presence of embryo extract limb bud cells may booome 
adhesive before heart cells. In this case, a reversal of 
adhesiveness may not occur.

There is some evidonoo (Curtis 1970) that embryonic 
chick, liver and neural retina cells do reverse their 
adhesiveness in the first five hours after disaggregation 
with trypsin. Hero the results may suggest a similar 
reversal of adhesiveness of embryonic chick heart and limb 
bud cells after disaggregation with EDTA*

In the experiments reported her© the time course of 
segregation is affected by the disaggregation procedure 
used to produce the initial coll suspensions. Xn 
aggregates formed after 2 hours by cells disaggregated 
with KDTA, the cells are more segregated according to 
typo than in aggregates formed by cells disaggregated 
with/
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with the trypsin or tho trypsin and EBTA procedures,

Both and Weston (1967) and Roth (1968) used the 
trypsin procedure. Roth (I968) reports a temporal lag 
in the onset of adhesive eolootlvity of about 4 hours.
The results here do show that colls disaggregated by his 
technique are more randomly arranged in aggregates formed 
after 2 and 4 hours than those disaggregated with either 
of tho other two techniques. However, it is difficult 
to draw any conclusions from the results using different 
disaggregation techniques. Xt can be argued that cells 
disaggregated with RBTA are more altered than by any of 
the other disaggregation procedures, if initial segregation 
is oonsidered an artefact of the disaggregation procedure ; 
alternatively the reverse could be argued, that RDTA 
disaggregated cells are least altered by the disaggrega
tion procoduro.

The finding that, in aggregates formed after 4% 
hours In reciprocating shaîcers tho disaggregation 
procedure affects the degree of segregation of colls is 
surprising. This suggests that the treatment of cells 
during disaggregation may have long term effects. An 
alternative attractive explanation is that different 
disaggregation procedures release differen6 proportions 
of cell types from limb buds and hearts. However a 
similar proportion of "labelled" cells wore released from 
labelled limb buds by each disaggregation pi'ocedure, 
which is a slight indication that this sort of selection 
üïay Bot bo occurring In limb bud suspensions. Heart 
was not similarly investigated, Tho proportions of tho 
tissue types in aggregates formed after 42 hours re- 
aggrogation from cells disaggregated with the EDTA or with 
tho/
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tho trypsin prooedux’o wore sisiiXaj.'* to tho proportions of* 
colls initially mixed together. However, in similar 
aggregates formed from cells disaggregated with the trypsin 
and EBTA procodiiro there was a smaller proportion of heart 
colls than expoctod from tho initial proportions, E'do 
(persormaX communication) has also found this using the 
same disaggregation procedure. Xt seems possible that 
the trypsin and ÉDTA procedure may "select" a population 
of heart cells. However, the proportion of heart cells in 
aggregettes formed after 48 houx'̂ s roaggregation in gyratory 
shakers by cells disaggregated with EBTA is also lower 
than expected from the initial p3?e port ions of the tissue 
types. This may bo duo to the way in which aggregates 
are built up (see earlier) or to a burst of mitotic 
activity in limb bud cells at 2 days in culture (iSdes 
personnai communication),

The effect of disaggregating agents on the motility 
of cells is interesting, Simms and Stillman (1937) have 
found that trypsin treatment stimulates cell emigration 
from various isolated adult tissue fragments and 
Sigurdson (1942) reported an increase in the rate of 
fusion of fragments of embryonic chick heart with trypsin 
tx'’oatBiont, In pr’eliminat'y experiments fusing embryonic 
chick heart and liver fragments previously Gxp>osed to 
EDTA, Ï have found individual colls recogni:sod by 
radioactive labelling of one tissue type in masses of 
tho other tissue type, Xt cannot bo certain that these 
cells have emigrated from the fused tissue mass of this 
type. Individual ceils at the edge of fragments may 
become disaggregated during the shaking. This may 
illustrate that tho motility of cells may be affected 
by disaggregating agents* Weston and Abercrombie (1967) 
in/
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lit fusions of heart and liver pieces untreated with 
disaggregating agents found little individual movouient of 
colls from one tissue to another.

There is little evidence that cells are able to 
(oigrato long distances in aggregates. All previous 
observations seem to indicate that cells may be displaced 
by competition between extensible psuedopodia (Trinkaus 
1967)• The results presented here can be explained without 
postulating long distance displacements of cells*

It can thus be soon that this work raises more 
Questions than it answers but this quantitative approach 
should be able to solve the problems raised* Ajpart from 
analysing more stages during reaggrogation in all three 
.roaggrogatiog systems used# the generality'' of these 
findings for other tissue type combinations should be 
substantiated. The use of cell types from clones for 
example rather than tissue types might clarify certain 
points* However, conditions have boon partly elucidated 
which lead to "sorting out" as judged quantitatively*
Here the cell type® can be shown to segregate according to 
type and also take up defined positions within the 
aggregate# This can provide a control system for testing 
"sorting out" potential of cell types*
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